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1 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19527 Nickel Plate reefer, 19411 NKP flat with Sears
trailer, 19236 NKP boxcar, 19318 NKP hopper, 19402 Great Northern crane, 19505 Great Northern reefer, 19304 Great
Northern hopper, 19703 Great Northern caboose, 19205 Great Northern boxcar, and 19401 Great Northern gondola. Cars
are C8 to C9. OBs have some very light corner wear.

2 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19603 GATX tank car, 7404 Jersey Central boxcar,
17111 Reading hopper, 19804 Wabash operating hopper, 6123 Pennsylvania hopper, 17207 C&IM boxcar, 6104 Southern
hopper, 9476 Pennsylvania boxcar, 19709 Pennsylvania work caboose, and 19510 Pennsylvania stock car. Cars are C8 to
C10. OBs have some light shelf wear.

3 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 5716 Central Vermont reefer, 5719 Canadian National
reefer, 17208 Union Pacific boxcar, 9473 Lehigh Valley boxcar, 9481 Seaboard boxcar, 17203 Cotton Belt boxcar, 17613
Southern caboose, 17604 Lackawanna caboose, 17109 Norfolk and Western hopper, and 9470 EJ&E boxcar. Cars are
generally C8 to C9.

4 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 51702 Pennsylvania N-8 caboose factory wrapped,
17600 New York Central caboose, 5731 Louisville and Nashville reefer, 19511 Western Maryland reefer, 9456
Pennsylvania boxcar, 5713 SSW reefer, 17900 Santa Fe tank car, 17902 New Jersey zinc tank car, 5721 Soo Line reefer,
19601 North American tank car. Cars are C8 to C10.

5 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19214 Western Maryland boxcar, 5724 Pennsylvania
bunk car, 6917 Jersey Central caboose, 19403 Western Maryland gondola, 9471 Atlantic Coast Line boxcar, 17612 Nickel
Plate caboose, 19404 Western Maryland flat with trailers, 17601 Southern caboose, 19706 Union Pacific caboose, and
17901 Chevron tank car. Cars are generally C8 to C9. OBs have some light corner and shelf wear.

6 Modern O gauge freight cars from Lionel, K Line, and possibly Franks Roundhouse. Lionel cars include 19811 Monon
operating brakeman car, 19704 Western Maryland caboose, 16307 Nickel Plate flat with trailers, and 6251 New York
Central dump car. K Line cars include three 6311 Hooker tank cars. Five other cars which appear to be Franks Roundhouse
are TCA Midwest cars include Monon boxcar, CC&P boxcar, Illinois Terminal boxcar, DRI&N boxcar, and Milwaukee
Road boxcar. Two loose cars include 9302 Louisville and Nashville searchlight car and modern machinery car with bridge
girders. Cars are generally C8.

7 Lionel modern O gauge aluminum Amtrak passenger cars including; 19100 baggage, 19101 combo, 19102 coach, 19103
vista dome, 19104 dining, 19105 full vista dome. and 19106 observation all in OBs, C7-8 with run time. OBs have some
light shelf wear.

8 Lionel modern O gauge Southern Crescent passenger cars including 9530 baggage, 9531 combo car, 9532 P.G.T.
Beauregard coach, 9533 Stonewall Jackson coach, 9534 observation. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some wear, small rips and
price stickers.

9 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania passenger cars in OBs. Eight cars include 16000 vista dome, 16009 combo car,
16001 coach, 16003 observation, 16002 coach. Cars are generally C7-8 with run time. OBs have some corner and edge
wear.

10 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 2055 steam locomotive with one slightly bent cab corner and one broken marker
light, Lionel Lines whistle tender, 6465 Sunoco tank car 3562-25 Santa Fe operating barrel car, 6472 refrigerator car, 6456
Lehigh Valley hopper, and 6357 Lionel caboose. Trains are C6 area. Also included is a Lionel 1954 operation booklet.

11 Lionel modern O gauge switches, RCS tracks, crossovers, etc. Includes three 5132 right hand switches, three 5133 left
hand switches, five 5530 operating track sections, 5545 45 degree crossover, and 5540 90 degree crossover. Items are C7-8
with layout use. OBs have some light wear.

12 Lionel accessories. Postwar items include 30 water tower, tank has some hairline cracks C6-7, 154 crossing, 252 crossing
gate with broken arm at rear of gate between weights. Modern items include 12722 diner, 12707 billboards, 12709 banjo
signal, 2180 road signs, 12731 platform, 12717 bumpers, and box full of lock ons, track clips, sound activation button, etc.
Modern items are C8 to C10.
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13 Lionel modern O gauge TMCC items in OBs. Includes 128687 Powermaster and sealed 12866 140 watt Powerhouse. Items
are C9-10.

14 Lionel O gauge postwar 50 gang car in OB with one taped corner. Hand car has horn on left corner and blue bumpers. OB
has price sticker. C6-7 Also included is a 18403 Santa hand car C8 condition.

15 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3424 Wabash operating brakeman boxcar in OB. Car appears to have a repro pickup shoe,
otherwise car is nice C6-7 with some very small spots of rust on the door guides. Also included is a complete 3424-100
low bridge signal set in nice OB. Car OB is complete with all flaps and tabs. Some small tears forming at tabs.

16 Great group of Lionel O gauge modern track. 072 curves, multiple straight track, 36 inch straight tracks, etc. Entire box
full. See photos for best description. Track is C7-8 area. A few of the longer sections have some very light rust. See photos
for best description.

17 K Line modern O gauge Reading passenger set in OBs. Five cars include 1291 coach, 1290 coach, 1629 baggage, 0020
observation and 1186 diner. Also included is 6438 Reading REA boxcar. Cars are C7-8 with run time.

18 Group of railroadiana. Highlights includes two Southern passenger car head rest covers, paper and educational material
from the American Association of Railroads, Pennsylvania promotional booklet, Rio Grande engine failure sheet, telegraph
order, Timetables from Burlington, Penn Central, Norfolk and Western, and more. See photos for best description.

19 Lionel catalogs. Postwar and modern. Highlights include 1953 small catalog, 1954 small catalog, 1951 catalog, two 1956
catalogs, 1955 catalog, 1949 track layout book. Modern catalogs from 1990-2001. Instruction sheets include ZW, 6520, 50,
675 loco lube sheet, 140, 460, 400, 3469, 623 , and two 022 switch sheets. Also included is two copies of the Lionel train
book, K Line track and accessory book, K Line service manual, and Greenbergs wiring by Riddle.

20 Lionel modern O gauge 12969 Train master command base set. Includes Cab-1 remote and command base. Set is C8 with
some signs of use. OB shows some light wear.

21 Lionel modern O Gauge Chessie System SD-9 in OB. Catalog number 28205. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers and more. Loco is C7 condition with run time. Has small paint wear at corners of loco and a few light
scuffs.

22 MTH Premier modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 97466 Dupont hopper, 97489 Corning hopper,
90025C Burlington Northern hopper, 97424 Hercules hopper, 97422 Glasshopper II hopper, 97455 Wonder Bread hopper,
97468 Sigco Hybrids hopper, 98201 hot metal car, 97423 ACF demo hopper, and 97454 Cannonaide hopper. Cars are
generally C7-8 with some run time. OBs have some corner and edge wear and a few small rips.

23 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9779 TCA boxcar, 9709 Bangor and Aroostook State
of Maine boxcar, 9873 Purina reefer, 9319 TCA silver bullion car, 9271 M&St.L caboose, 7702 Prince Albert boxcar, 9128
Heinz pickle car, 9708 post office car, 9771 Norfolk and Western boxcar, and 9333 Southern Pacific flat with trailers. Cars
are generally C7. OBs have some staining and shelf wear.

24 Lionel and Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 52397 NETCA D&H flat with trailer, 52333
TCA Lou Redman Harmony milk car, 16678 Rock Island searchlight car, 52036 TCA caboose missing inserts, 52414 TCA
Rio Grande flat with snowmobile load, 26057 Southern Pacific flat with tractors, 16434 Lehigh Valley hopper, 19286
Sylvester boxcar, Railking 7597 Santa Fe hopper, and Railking 7596 New York Central hopper. Cars are C7-8. OBs have
some light corner wear.

25 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Twelve cars total. Includes 1989 TCA Valley Forge diner, 7212 Pittsburgh
coach, 9544 observation car, 0511 1981 TCA REA car, 9702 Soo boxcar, 9851 Schlitz reefer, 9280 horse transport, 9611
TCA 1978 boxcar, 9716 Penn Central boxcar, 1850 Pennsylvania flat with Lionel helicopter (might be custom decorated,
stamping does not look factory), 9805 Grand Trunk reefer, and 9123 Norfolk and Western auto carrier. OBs have shelf
wear and a few rips. Cars are C7 to C8.

26 Lionel modern O Gauge Chessie System SD-9 in OB. Catalog number 28205. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers and more. Loco is C7-8 with run time. OB has a tape repaired end flap which has torn loose.
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27 Lionel modern O gauge 8030 Illinois Central GP-9 diesel locomotive in OB. OB has perf window removed. Loco is C7-8
with run time and some light discoloration of the radiator fin area.

28 Lionel modern O gauge switches and RCS section in OBs. Includes six 23011 right hand switches, three 23010 left hand
switches, and three 23010 left hand switches. Also included is 65530 remote control section. Switches are C7 to C8. Some
small items might be missing. One noted to be missing straight extension and is damaged.

29 Lionel and Railking modern O gauge accessories in OBs Includes 24170 Rovers revenge, 22931 signal, 24138 playground,
32987 Hobo campfire, 2171 street lamps, 2127 diesel horn shed, two 12742 lamp packs (one lamp missing), 12784
intermodal containers, two 12843 die cast truck sets, Railking church, and 30-9026 signal bridge. Also included is K3435
Bakers Chocolate boxcar. Items are C7-8.

30 Neat O gauge roundhouse and Pennsylvania custom trestle set. A few roundhouse doors are loose. Not sure if the trestle is
complete. See photos for best description. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be
made after the auction. Sold as is.

31 Lionel modern O gauge 1765 Rocky Mountain Special train set in OB. Set is trains only and includes 9286 B&LE hopper.
No track, transformer or switches. Trains are C8-9 area. Set box has one rip on an apron edge.

32 Lionel modern O gauge 1071 Mid-Atlantic Limited set consisting of 8063 Seaboard diesel, 9233 transformer car, 9369
Sinclair tank, 9370 Seaboard gondola, 9371 Lantic Sugar hopper and 9372 Seaboard bay window caboose. Set is C10
sealed in the plastic. Set lid has some very light wear.

33 Lionel modern O gauge 1487 Pennsylvania Broadway Limited set in OB. Set lid has some light wear, but set is factory
sealed in the celo C10.

34 Lionel modern O gauge Norfolk & Western Continental Limited freight set no. 1260 in individual OBs. Set is factory
sealed in plastic C10. Set lid has some very light corner and edge wear.

35 Lionel modern O gauge 1158 Maple Leaf Limited set in OB. Set is factory sealed in plastic C10. Set lid has a some very
light wear.

36 Lionel modern O gauge The Chessie Royal Limited freight set no. 1070 in OB. Set includes; 8061 Western Maryland
U36C diesel, 9432 Postwar Years boxcar, 9328 Chessie bay window caboose, 9329 Chessie crane car, 9324 radioactive
Waste flatcar, 9818 Western Maryland reefer and a 9344 Citgo tank car. The set factory sealed in plastic and assumed C10.
Set lid has light corner wear.

37 Lionel modern O gauge 1970 Southern Pacific Limited diesel freight set in OB. Set is factory sealed C10. Set lid has some
light corner wear.

38 Lionel modern O gauge Quaker City Limited freight set no. 1971 in individual OBs and set box. The set is still wrapped in
cellophane, and is assumed C10. Set lid has some wear and small shallow dents.

39 Lionel modern O gauge 1867 Milwaukee Limited diesel freight set in OB. Set has been opened but locos and cars are C8-9
with no signs of running beyond a factory test. OB has some light edge wear.

40 Lionel modern O Gauge 1585 75th Anniversary Commemorative train set in OB. Set box and component boxes have some
very light run time. Trains are C9 area with no major run time beyond factory testing.

41 Lionel modern O gauge 1160 Great Lakes Limited boxed set consisting of: 8151 Burlington SD 28 diesel, 9384 Great
Northern hopper, 9386 Pure Oil tank, 9437 Northern Pacific stock car, 9385 Alaska gondola w/canisters, 943 Burlington
boxcar and 9387 caboose. Set lid has some light wear. Set is factory sealed in cello C10. Set lid has very light wear at
corners and lower edges.

42 Lionel modern O gauge 1053 James Gang set factory sealed in plastic. Set has some small rips in the celo and OB has
some light moisture damage to one corner. Trains are assumed C10.
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43 Lionel modern O gauge 1154 Yard King set in OB. Set is opened, but trains are C9 with no major signs of running beyond
factory test. Set lid has one split corner and some light wear.

44 Lionel modern O gauge 1587 Baltimore and Ohio Capitol Limited set in OB. Trains are C8-9 with no major sings of run
time beyond factory testing. Track is missing. Set box has some light wear and some light small stains.

45 Lionel modern O gauge 8772 GM&O GP-20 diesel locomotive and 9187 GM&O caboose in OB. Loco is C8-9 with a very
faint roller line, but nice clean shell. Caboose is same condition with light roller mark. OBs show some very light shelf
wear.

46 Lionel modern O gauge 18050 JC Penney Pennsylvania 4-6-2 loco in OB. Loco also comes with display case. Loco box is
open but case is sealed and loco is factory wrapped C10.

47 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories. Include 394 rotary beacon with repainted red structure. Tower is restored to C7. 118
steam whistle news stand is C7 condition with light wear to decals.

48 Postwar train items in original boxes. TSchilling #700 electric train set appearing complete in OB. Schylling SCY tin
Pullman train in OB, looks new. Junior Bridge in OB box missing flaps.

49 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-900 New York Central boxcar in OB. Body is type IV. Car is C7-8 with one or two small
paint nicks. OB has all flaps attached. Box also has three scuff marks. Some small tears starting to form at tabs.

50 Lionel Postwar O gauge cabooses in OBs. Five Pennsylvania N5c cabooses. Includes four 6417 cabooses all New York
Zone. 6417 cars are C7-8 with some run time, one side has some light streaking on the letters. Four OBs, two have tape
repair to flaps, one has tape repair to the end. 6437 caboose is C8 area with some light run time. OB has some light corner
and edge wear and some light wear to window.

51 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars. Includes 2452X Pennsylvania gondola with OB, 6477 flat with pipes in OB, and 2452
Pennsylvania gondola. Cars are C7. OBs have all flaps, but some tape repairs to one end.

52 Lionel modern O gauge 11700 Conrail Limited diesel freight set in original boxes, C7-8 with some run time. Inner boxes
show no wear. Includes 18200 SD40, 17002 hopper, 17501 flat car, 17201 boxcar, 17401 gondola, 17301 reefer,and 17602
caboose. Trains are C8-9 with very little run time. Set lid has some very light wear and a few small dings.

53 Lionel modern O gauge 11722 Girls Train reissue factory sealed in OB C10. Set box has some light wear at the corners.
54 Lionel modern O Gauge New York Central F3 A-B-A set. Includes powered 8370, 8371 B unit, and 8372 dummy A.
Locos are C8-9 with very little if any run time. OBs have light corner and edge wear.

55 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania scale freight cars in OBs. Includes two 51401 Pennsylvania boxcars factory wrapped
and 51702 Pennsylvania N-8 caboose. Caboose might have been unwrapped for inspection. OBs have some very light
corner wear. Cars are C9-10.

56 Lionel modern O gauge scale freight cars in OBs. Includes 51701 New York Central caboose, and two 51401 Pennsylvania
boxcars. All three cars are factory wrapped C9-10. OBs have some light wear, one OB boxcar has some price sticker
residue.

57 Lionel O Gauge modern Chessie System 11705 set in OBs. Cars are C8 with run time. Loco has broken snow plow which
can be replaced and one hairline crack forming in the deck below the nose of the loco. Set box has a small dent in the lid,
and some dirt on the lid.

58 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 21763 New Haven freight set in OB. Set is open however cars appear
C9 with no major signs of run time. One side of the OB has some sun fading.

59 Lionel modern O gauge 18322 Postwar Celebration Series Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel loco in
original box. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C7+ with one light spot of rust
on a walk way, and a few very small spots on the roof. OB has some light corner wear and price sticker.
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60 Lionel modern O gauge 18343 Postwar Celebration Series black Pennsylvania GG-1 electric locomotive. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some very light wear at the
corners.

61 Lionel modern O Gauge 18506 Canadian National Budd cars are C8 with run time. OB ha corner wear and some shallow
dents.

62 Lionel modern O gauge 38197 Southern Pacific F3 A-B-A set in original boxes, featuring Command equipped, CrewTalk,
TowerCom, RailSounds, etc. Trains are factory wrapped in the OB C10. Set box has some corner wear.

63 Lionel modern O gauge 30016 New York Central Flyer set in OB. Steam locomotive set in OB features Trainsounds,
smoke, and more. Set is C8 with run time. Set box has a few small rips and some shelf wear.

64 Lionel modern O gauge 18953 New York Central Alco PA-1 in OB. Powered loco features TMCC and Signal Sounds.
Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some light corner wear.

65 Lionel / Corgi modern diecast busses. Eight busses include 53902 Yellow Coach, two 54103 Lionel City, 54302 Fishbowl,
54011 Lionel City, 54401 fishbowl, 53904 Yellow Coach, and 53902 Yellow Coach. Busses are C9-10.

66 Corgi Lionel City die cast vehicles in OBs. Four vehicles include 52503 Lionel express truck, 55004 PCC street car, 52302
Lionel City van lines truck, and 53501 Port of Lionel Mack B with crates. Items are C9-10.

67 Corgi / Lionel diecast Lionelville vehicles in OBs. Includes two 74503 Pine Peak tree farm trucks, 50708 New York
Central Mack LJ, and 52311 Mack B lowboy with Luffing shovel. Trucks are C8 to C10.

68 Eastwood Automotive Lionel vehicles in OBs. Includes 19-1671 Plasticville R-200 truck, 424500 Lionel Bi Plane, 19-0116
Lionel Mack B061 tractor trailer, 19-0108 Lionel GMC COE truck, 410500 Lione White 3000 tractor trailer, B557 JLC
truck set. Items are C8 to C10.

69 Diecast vehicles from Eastwood, Road Champs, Ertl, etc. Includes 424500 Airport truck set, 19-2062 Lionel police car,
426000 ambulance set, Lionelville farms milk truck, Lionel 1955 delivery truck, 19-0121 Ford F-6 delivery truck, H005
Lionel Oil truck, RMT 5602 and 5604 Lionel truck set, 19-104 Lionel F-6 delivery truck, two Road Champ Lionel 1920
Ford Trucks, 20264P Lionelville Moving truck, 19143 REA truck and trailer, 202084P Lionel surf shop Woody, three
unboxed unmarked Lionel semi tractor trailers, RMT 46402 Lionel auto truck and trailer, and six other non Lionel diecast
vehicles. Items are C9-10.

70 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club New York Central Empire State Express Hudson steam locomotive wrapped in OB.
Catalog number is 38000. Loco features TMCC, Rail sounds, smoke Electrocoupler and much more. Loco is C8 with light
run time. Display case is also included for the locomotive but is not shown in photos. Case has been opened.

71 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 Watt ZW transformer. Transformer has been recorded, but uses an original cord end. Also
includes repro box and instruction sheet, Base and transformer have some light wear. C6-7.

72 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club boxcars in OBs. Includes 39215 Niagara, 39265 Trainmaster, two 39217 Century
Club II, 39201 773 Hudson, 39246 Sharknose, 29227 GG1, 39266 Empire State, 29248 New York Central F3, 39218 Gold
Member, and 39237 M10000. Cars have all been opened but appear to be C9 with no major signs of run time.

73 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 Watt ZW transformer. Transformer has original supple cord. Also includes repro box and
instruction sheet, Base and transformer have some light wear. C6-7.

74 Lionel modern O gauge 30008 New York Central Flyer passenger car expansion pack in original box consisting of:
illuminated combine, coach, observation cars, four FasTrack straight track sections, station platform, six milk cans and
classic billboard set. Set is C8 with run time. OBs have some light wear, one rip noted on passenger car box.

75 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 19573 New York Central stock
car, 39463 flat with vans, 19756 Lionel bay window caboose, 26047 flat with transformer, 29463 Evans auto loader, 29724
bay window caboose, 29617 Cities Service tank car, 26045 flat with pipes, 29888 Soo operating boxcar, and 39478 pickle
vat car. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear, one partially ripped flap.
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76 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 19487 flat with plane, 36870
maintenance car, 29857 boom crane car, 29712 Lionel Lines searchlight car, 19564 Santa Fe reefer, 39423 Lionel Lines
flat with trailers, 39471 lumber car, 19792 Erie caboose, 19557 Circus stock car, and 19450 barrel ramp flat. Cars are C8 to
C10. OBs have some light wear, and price stickers.

77 Lionel modern O Gauge Rio Grande 18458 snowplow from the Postwar Celebration Series. Loco features TMCC control
and Electrocouplers. Loco is factory wrapped in the OB C10.

78 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 28424 Navy Yard switcher in OB. Loco appears to have been opened
for inspection only C9-10. OB has some very light corner wear.

79 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 39424 US Steel depressed flat,
39479 flat with brown auto, 29827 Helicopter launch flat, 26765 Sheriff and Outlaw car, 19688 Fort Knox mint car, 29853
cannon car, 19490 Libby’s vat car, 29839 cherry picker car, 29613 rocket fuel tank car, and 26876 missile firing trailing
car. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have light wear and price stickers.

80 Lionel modern O gauge motorized units in OBs. Includes 18466 Union Pacific Union Pacific rotary plow C8, 18457
handcar, and factory wrapped 18465 gang car. C8 to C10. All OBs have some mild to moderate shelf wear.

81 Lionel modern O gauge Lincoln Funeral train in OBs. Catalog number is 11183. Loco and cars are factory wrapped C10.
82 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar archive three packs in OBs. Includes 39223 and 39242. Both packs are C9-10.
83 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar packs in OBs. Includes 39203 series X and 29289 series IX. Packs are C9-10. One
still factory wrapped in plastic.

84 Lionel modern O gauge Southern 38188 F3 A-B-A in OB. Set features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers and more. Set
is factory sealed in plastic C10.

85 Lionel modern O gauge Southern 29076 baby Madison four car passenger pack in OB. Cars are C10, sealed in factory
plastic.

86 Lionel modern O gauge tractor trailers. Includes 52069 Carail signed by Dick Kughn, 12932 Laimbeer Packing, two 52021
Weyerhauser, 12806 Lionel Lumber, Navy tanker in wrong OB, 12989 Lionel, 12883 Roadrailer, 52048 LOTS, 22973
Lionel Corp, 12836 Santa Fe, 2025 Madison Hardware, 12935 Zenith, and 29271 Lionel Cola. C8 to C10. OBs have some
light wear.

87 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 28518 Pennsylvania EP-5 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some light shelf wear and small
area of skinning where price sticker was removed.

88 Modern era Williams Reproductions Lionel 9E Bild-A-Loco boxcab electric locomotive, C8+. A drive wheel has casting
fatigue.

89 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 163 single target signal in original white box with most components and repro instructions
sheets, C8-9. Box looks same C8-9.

90 Postwar Lionel O and HO gauge 1964 catalogs. Approximately 200 catalogs in original shipper addressed to a radio
company in Michigan. Catalogs range from curled (on top) to flat as a pancake Mint (towards the bottom) and in between,
C6-7 to C9-10. Original shipper has pretty much missing tape on seam/corner and a little light wear to lid/flap corners, and
some writing pertaining to the contents. Box could be restored to very nice shape.

91 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar three packs in OBs. Includes 19247 edition one, 19257 edition two, 19266 edition
three, and 19272 edition four packs. Cars are generally C8-9. One OB has sticker, some very light box wear as well.

92 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar three packs in OBs. Includes 19276 series V, 19292 series VI, and 29209 series VII.
Cars are generally C8-9. OBs have some price stickers and light wear.
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93 Lionel modern O gauge Lionelville buildings in OBs. Five total including 34127 O’Gradys tavern, 34131 Al’s Hardware,
34130 5 and 10, 34110 Fieldstone house, and 34113 suburban house. Buildings are C9-10.

94 Lionel modern O gauge Lionelville buildings in OBs. Six total including 24298 bank, 34124 bakery, 34125 Cotton’s
Candy, 34129 Kiddie City toy store, 34111 Fieldstone house, and 34109 suburban house. Buildings are C9-10.

95 Lionel modern O gauge Railsounds boxcars. Includes 19859 REA steam Railsounds boxcar and 19860 Conrail diesel
Railsounds boxcar. Cars are unrun and only opened for inspection C9-10.

96 Lionel modern O gauge Thomas and Friends 28883 Diesel locomotive with horn. Loco is C7-8 missing one bumper from
the front of the loco and one small scuff on the side.

97 Lionel modern O gauge Thomas and Friends 18734 James steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C7+ Loco has two broken
hand rail stanchions and tender pick up roller rivet needs replaced. OB has some light shelf wear.

98 Lionel modern O gauge archive freight cars in OBs. Seven cars include 29719 Santa Fe caboose, 29711 Santa Fe caboose,
29602 Celanese tank car, 19357 N&W archive hopper, 29622 Fort Knox mint car, 26147 Diamond Chemical tank car,
29459 W&ARR water barrel car. Cars are C8 to C10.

99 Lionel modern O gauge archive collection 6464 boxcar packs in OBs. Three packs include 39253, 39273, and 39267.
Packs are C8-9. OBs have some very light corner wear.

100 Corgi / Lionel O gauge diecast vehicles in OBs. Includes 52402 Mack B pumper, 52002 Mack CF pumper, 51801
American ladder truck, 54007 GM 4502 bus, and 54404 Lionel City bus. Vehicles appear to be brand new.

101 Corgi modern O gauge die cast vehicles in OBs. Includes 98481 Goodyear Mack, 56201 Gulf Diamond tanker, 52301
Great Northern Mack B semi, 52504 Milwaukee Road Mack box van, 50601 MKT Mack AC, 52501 New York Central
Mack B van, 52801 REA Mack B semi, and 98455 Pennsylvania truck with canvas back. Vehicles appear to be brand new.

102 Lionel modern O gauge 18732 North Pole Central Christmas General 4-4-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C9 area with
no major signs of run time beyond a factory test. OB has some light corner wear.

103 Lionel modern O gauge tractor trailers in OBs. Fourteen semis include 12807 Little Cesears, 12786 Lionelville steel, 12865
Wisk, 12808 Mobil, 12725 Lionel, 12811 Alka Seltzer, 12991 Linex Gas, 52025 Madison Hardware, 52033 TTOS
Wolverine Division, 52104 St. Louis LRRC, 12810 American Flyer, 12836 Santa Fe, 12783 Monon, and 12842 Dunkin
Doughnuts. All appear to be C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear.

104 Lionel modern O gauge tractor trailers in OBs. Sixteen semis include 12779 grain rig, 12864 Little Caesars, 12923 Red
Wing, 12891 Lionel Lines refrigerator, 12935 Zenith, 12869 Inland Steel, 12933 Delco, 12777 Chevron, 12785 Gravel
truck, 12739 Lionel Gas, 12860 Visitors Center, 12869 Marathon, 12875 LRRC, 12739 Navy, 12778 Conrail, and 12837
Humble Oil. All appear to be C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear.

105 Eastwood die cast Lionel vehicles and more. Includes B557-10TO JLC truck set, 303500 Lionel sedan, two B518 tow
trucks, 19-1396 Madison Hardware truck, 19140 REA truck, F085 fire cars, 64821M Lionel Department of Roads truck,
19141 REA truck, 416500 truck and sweeper, and Solido Lionelville taxi. Items all appear to be brand new or very lightly
used.

106 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 26886 Lionel Lines log dump car,
36731 aquarium car, 36786 Missouri Pacific operating boxcar, 26781 radar car, 19567 REA reefer, 29828 Canon boxcar,
29462 flat with airplane, 29822 New York Central 773 tender with whistle, 19558 MKT stock car, and 26025 flat with
rocket. Cars are C9-10. OBs have some very light wear and price stickers.

107 Lionel modern O gauge SC-1 and SC-2 controllers in OBs. Includes two 12914 SC-1 and two 22980 SC-2. Units are C9
-10.

108 Lionel modern O gauge 28405 Picatinny Arsenal switcher from the Postwar Celebration series. Loco features TMCC,
electrocouplers, and Pullmor motor. Item is still factory wrapped in inner carton. C10.
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109 Lionel modern O gauge heritage series Best Friend of Charleston locomotive and coach. 30065 loco, coach and tender are
factory wrapped in the inner box C9-10.

110 Lionel modern O Gauge 19069 baby Madison Pullman 4 car set in OBs. Set is C9-10 with no major signs of run time. OBs
have very light wear.

111 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 38328 1623W Northern Pacific GP-9 freight set in OB. Loco features
Legacy control, Legacy Railsounds, electrocoupler, and much more. Modern reissues of the following freight cars also
included 3512 fireman and ladder car, 3435 aquarium car, 6424 flat with autos, 6062 gondola with cable reels, and 6017
caboose. Set is factory sealed in plastic C10.

112 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club II Union Pacific M-10000 streamliner in OB. Catalog number is 51007. Loco
features TMCC, Railsounds, smoke, Electrocouplers, and much more. Cars and loco are C8 with some run time. Display
case is also included for the locomotive but is not shown in photos. Case has been opened.

113 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics 1619W Santa Fe Alco freight set in OB. Set features Santa Fe 218 Alco AA pair and modern reissues of the 6819 flat with helicopter, 6802 flat with girders, 6801 flat with boat, 6519 Allis
Chalmers car, and 6017 Santa Fe caboose. Set is factory sealed in the master carton C10.

114 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics 38308 Berkshire passenger set 2146WS in OB. Set features 726 Berkshire
and modern reissues of the following passenger cars 2625 Irvington, 2627 Madison, and 2628 Manhattan. Set is factory
sealed in the master carton C10.

115 Lionel modern O gauge buildings in OBs. Six buildings include 34123 Bungalow, 34108 Suburban house, two 34122
Bungalows, 34128 Pharmacy, and 34110 estate house. Buildings are C9-10.

116 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 29439 Evans auto loader, 29849
Lionel Lines crane car, 29718 Lionel Lines work caboose, 29726 Virginian caboose, 26046 flat with cable reels, 19359
Alaska quad hopper, 29821 Lionel Lines crane, 19867 operating poultry dispatch, 26048 flat with boat, and 26757
operating barrel car. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some light to moderate shelf wear, price stickers, and some light sun fading
on a few box ends.

117 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series motorized units in OBs. Three units include 28404 69 track
maintenance car, 18464 54 ballast tamper, and 28442 50 gang car. Items are C9-10. 54 tamper box has some light shelf
wear.

118 Lionel modern O Gauge 40th anniversary TCA F-3 A-B-A set 11737. Locos are C8 with run time. Set box has some light
corner wear on one flap.

119 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 18487 56 Minneapolis and St. Louis mine transport switchers in OBs.
Both switchers feature TMCC. Locos are C9-10. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

120 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series motorized units in OBs. Includes 18474 41 Army Transportation Corps
switcher, 18470 52 fire car (C8 with run time), and 18448 Great Northern rotary snow plow. Plow and Army switcher are
C9-10, fire car is C8. OBs have some light corner wear.

121 Lionel modern O gauge 31784 conventional classics #1593 Union Pacific work train set in OBs. Set is generally C8 with
run time on the loco and cars. OBs also have some very light wear.

122 Lionel modern O gauge 12969 Train Master Command Control command set in OB. Set includes Cab-1 and command
base. C8-9. OB has a few small spots of shelf wear.

123 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics 38338 2129WS Berkshire freight set in OB. Set features 726 Berkshire and
modern reissues of the following cars 3854 operating merchandise car, 2855 Sunoco tank car, 2411 flat and 2357 SP style
caboose. Set is factory sealed in the master carton C10.
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124 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 19572 New York Central reefer,
29723 Lionel Lines caboose, 29848 radar car, 39457 flat with rocket, 19428 boat loader, 39435 Lionel Lines flat with
pipes, 29856 Monon operating boxcar, 26023 flat with Bulldozer, 29854 satellite launching car, and 39210 fire fighting
instruction car. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some very minor corner wear.

125 Lionel modern O gauge 32910 operating rotary coal tipple in OB. Inner carton is sealed, however outer box was opened for
inspection.

126 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series operating horse cars in OBs. Includes 36703 Circus stock car and
19895 Santa Fe horse car. Cars are C9-10. One OB has price sticker and some light shelf wear.

127 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in OBs. Includes 19780 Lehigh Valley caboose, 19877
operating barrel car, 19427 Evans auto loader, 29614 Gulf tank car, 36088 Allis Chalmers condenser car, 26024 flat with
scraper, 26768 searchlight car, 29823 Pennsylvania operating boxcar, 39441 flat with rocket, and 19867 operating poultry
dispatch. Cars are C8 to C10. A few OBs have some more significant shelf wear on the flaps. OBs also have some price
stickers.

128 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series operating freight cars in OBs. Four cars include 26759 Lionel Lines
dump car, 19878 Helium tank unloading car, 36740 Lionel Lines dump car, and 26770 operating brakeman car. Cars are
C8 to C10. Operating brakeman car OB has some sun fading and shelf wear on end.

129 Lionel modern O Gauge Century Club II New York Central Niagara. Catalog number 28069. Loco feature TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke and much more. Loco is C8 condition with some light run time. Display case is also
included for the locomotive but is not shown in photos. Case has been opened.

130 Lionel modern O Gauge 31716 Niagara milk train set in OB. Set is from Century Club II is sealed in factory plastic C10.
131 Lionel modern O gauge 38026 Norfolk and Western J class locomotive in OB. Cab number is #606. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Fan driven smoke unit, firebox glow, electrocouplers, and more. Owner states the loco is factory wrapped in
the inner carton C10.

132 Lionel modern O Gauge 14133 operating Madison Hardware hobby shop in OB. Shop features operating layout and lights.
Shop is C10 factory wrapped in the inner carton.

133 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series New Haven 18319 EP-5 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is factory wrapped C10.

134 Lionel modern O Gauge 31711 Wabash Freight set in OB. Part of the Postwar Celebration series. A and B units feature
Railsounds and TMCC. Set is factory sealed in plastic C10, however one small cut in plastic and light box cutter mark in
lid.

135 Lionel modern O Gauge conventional classics 31778 1484WS passenger set in the OBs. Contents have been inspected but
appear to not have been unwrapped. C9-10.

136 Lionel modern O gauge 38340 1587S Conventional Classic Girls train set in OB. The set was opened only for inspection.
Set contents are C10.

137 Lionel Modern O Gauge Century Club II 18340 Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster A-A demonstrators in OBs , trains look C8
with some light run time. Trains feature TMCC, Odyssey system, Railsounds, and more. One loco does have a loose front
drop step, but should reattach without any major isuues. Display case is also included for the locomotive but is not shown
in photos. Case has been opened.

138 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics 38349 Chesapeake and Ohio 12885-500 GP-7 freight set in OB. Set
includes 2347 C&O GP-7 and ressiues of the 6414 Evans Auto loader, 6464-735 New Haven boxcar, 6415 Sunoco tank
car, 6342 culvert car, 3662 operating milk car, and 6437 Lionel Lines caboose. Set opened for inspection trains are C10.
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139 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas and Employee Christmas cars in OBs. Ten cars include 36275 boxcar, 16291 boxcar,
39332 boxcar, 29949 2007 employee boxcar, 29941 LRRC boxcar, 19998 boxcar, 36270 boxcar, 19888 musical boxcar,
26243 boxcar, and 29941 boxcar. Cars are C9-10. A few OBs have price stickers.

140 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club 726 Berkshire in OB. Catalog number is 18053. Steam locomotive features smoke,
TMCC, Rail sounds, Electrocoupler and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some very light edge wear. Display
case is also included for the locomotive but is not shown in photos. Case has been opened.

141 Lionel modern O gauge 38339 2505W conventional classics Virginian rectifier set in OB. Set features 2329 Virginian
rectifier and modern reissues of the following cars 6805 Atomic Energy disposal car, 6519 Allis Chalmers car, 6800
airplane car, 6464-500 Timken boxcar, and 6357 caboose. Trains are factory sealed in the set box C10.

142 Lionel modern O gauge TTUX and Maxi-Stack cars in OBs. Four sets include 26908 Apple TTUX, 16975 Lionel double
stack, 16360 Norfolk and Western Maxi Stack, and 16912 Canadian National Maxi Stack. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have
some light corner and edge wear.

143 Lionel modern O gauge TTUX and Maxi Stack sets in OBs. Includes 52482 TCA Vermon Railway Maxi Stack, 52014
LOTS Norfolk and Western TTUX set, 29438 Union Pacific TTUX set, and 52042 LOTS TTUX set missing one car and
trailer. Sets are C9-10 with the exception of 52042.

144 Lionel modern O gauge scale signals in OBs. Includes two 14099 block targets, two 22945 block targets, and three 22944
semaphores. C9-10.

145 Lionel modern O gauge signals in OBs. Includes three 22940 die cast mast signals, two 14111 153IR controllers, 22934
cantilever signal, and 22931 cantilever signal bridge. Signals are C9-10.

146 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 36131 woodside reefer decorated in Union Pacific by
Weaver for the LCCA, 27779 Union Pacific archive caboose, 39213 Wabash boxcar, 36207 Vapor boxcar, 26310 Chicago
Great Western flat, 26208 Vapor boxcar, 36118 pastel New York Central stock car, 52193 TTOS Southern Pacific
gondola, 39214 Kansas OK & Gulf archive boxcar, and 26335 Domino Sugar flat with trailer. Cars are C8 to C10. A few
OBs have some very light corner wear.

147 Lionel modern O gauge buildings in OBs. Six buildings include 37959 hoop star carnival booth, 34128 pharmacy, 34112
fieldstone house, two 34121 bungalow house, and 24299 main street ice cream parlor. Buildings are C9-10.

148 Lionel modern O Gauge 22972 bascule bridge 313 factory new in OB, appears only opened for photos. Bridge is C8 with
some light layout use.

149 Lionel modern O gauge ore cars in OBs. Fifteen cars include 52071 Copper Basin, 17872 TTOS Anaconda, 17886 Cyprus,
52124 EPSW, 17878 TTOS museum, 52027 Pinto Valley, 52213 TTOM, 19961 Gadsden, 16800 LRRC, 52386 Ray and
Gila bend, 52279 TTOM, 52177 TTOM, 52473 Mascot Western, 52358 TTOM, and 52248 TTOM. Cars are C8 to C10.
OBs have some light shelf wear.

150 Lionel modern O gauge New York Central Empire State Express passenger cars in OBs. Includes 29173 four pack. Cars
are C8 with very light run time. Set box has some dents in one edge and some very light shelf wear.

151 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics 38329 2261WS steam freight set in OB. Includes 646 loco and 2046W
tender and modern reissues of the following cars. 3562-50 Operating Barrel Car, 6414 Evans Auto Loader, 6436-25 Lehigh
Valley Quad Hopper, 6376 Circus Car and 6417 Pennsylvania Porthole Caboose. Set appears to be C9-10 however set lid
has some light box knife marks across the flaps.

152 Lionel modern O Gauge 38334 conventional classics orbiter freight set in OBs. Set is sealed in the master carton C10.
153 Lionel modern O gauge milk cars in OBs. Six cars include 52343 LCCA Hiawatha, 52581 LCCA Texas Special, 52344
LCCA Milwaukee Road, 17372 New York Central , 17349 New York Central, and 17373 New York Central. Cars are C8
to C10.
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154 Lionel modern O gauge TCA milk cars in OBs. Three cars include 52376 REA reefer, 52576 Crystal Creamery milk car,
and 52333 Harmony milk car with Lou Redman figure. Cars are C8-9.

155 Lionel modern O gauge buildings in OBs. Includes 16848 pet store with sound, 16846 burning hobo depot, 37964 archive
crate loader building, and 37941 house under construction. Buildings are C9-10.

156 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA freight cars in OBs. Includes 522266 Pennsylvania hopper, 52176 Burlington boxcar,
52412 Union Pacific Auxillary power car, 52455 Chicago and Northwestern tank car, and 52244 Louisville and Nashville
stock car. Cars are C8-9.

157 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in the OBs. Ten cars include 27776 boxcar two pack,
29845 track maintenance car, 39468 Allis Chalmers car, 29710 Rio Grande caboose, 19449 Liquefied Gas tank car, 26760
Lionel Lines log dump car, 19878 Helium tank unloading car, 26763 exploding boxcar, and 19355 quad hopper. Cars are
C8 to C10.

158 Lionel modern O Gauge Postwar Celebration Jersey Central FM Trainmaster in OB. Catalog number is 18321. Loco
features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has price sticker on one end.

159 Lionel modern O gauge heritage series John Bull locomotive and add on cars in OBs. Includes 30088 loco and tender.
Loco, tender and one coach are C8-9 with very light run time. Last coach is factory wrapped C10.

160 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19568 Great Northern reefer, 17518 Pennsylvania flats
with trucks, 19785 Southern Pacific caboose, 19560 Northern Pacific stock car, 52375 TCA Montana Rail Link flat, 26806
Pillsbury operating boxcar, 39436 Lionel Lines wheel car, 29460 Lionel Lines flat with trailer, 39236 Western Pacific
boxcar, 39246 New York Central double door boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10. A few OBs have some light shelf wear and price
stickers.

161 Lionel modern O gauge 14167 #213 lift bridge in OB. The bridge appears to be factory wrapped in the inner carton C10.
OB has some very light wear at corners.

162 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Includes 37951 culvert loader C9-10 and 37952 culvert unloader still sealed in
the inner carton C10.

163 Lionel modern O gauge 18052 Pennsylvania 238E K-4 torpedo steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Locos are C8 with run time.

164 Lionel modern O gauge 31776 conventional classics 2219W FM Train Master Lackawanna freight set in individual OBs
with set box. Trains are C10. Set box has been opened for inspection.

165 Lionel modern O gauge Virginian Trainmaster 2321 from the Conventional Classics line. Engine cataloged as 38300 and
looks to have been opened for inspection but is still factory wrapped in paper. C9-10.

166 Lionel modern O gauge 52423 1608W Lionel Collectors Club of America 2007 New Haven Alco passenger set original
box. 52447 LCCA 2007 NH #209 add-on cars. Included are 209 New Haven Alco A units, 52467 No. 2436 observation,
two 52469 No. 24312 vista domes, 52468 No. 2434 Pullman, 52465 No. 2438 combo and 52464 No. 2437 baggage. Trains
are sealed in set boxes C10.

167 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA Burlington 1600 Alco set in OBs. Includes 52528 primary set and 52533 set add ons. Sets
are factory sealed in the master cartons C10.

168 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics Milwaukee Road GP-7 diesel locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 38305.
Loco is factory sealed in the master carton C10.

169 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics Budd car sets in OBs. Includes 38311 2276W set and 38313 add on set. Sets
have been opened and inspected, but the cars appear to be factory wrapped in the cartons. C9.
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170 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas cars and employee Christmas cars in OBs. Includes 25067 Angela Trotta Thomas
boxcar, 29931 2005 LRRC boxcar, 29946 2007 LRRC boxcar, 29926 2005 employee Christmas boxcar, 29949 2007
employee boxcar, 29956 2008 employee boxcar, and 25033 boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10. 2007 employee box has some light
wear to one corner and end.

171 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 28414 3360 burro crane C8 and 18447 executive inspection car C8
however has some discoloration of chrome on bumpers. OBs have some light corner wear.

172 Lionel modern O gauge buildings and operating buildings in OBs. Includes 37916 suburban house, 52340 TCA train orders
buildings, 37917 suburban house, 16883 Neil’s Guitar shop, 37978 deluxe suburban house, and 16845 book store.
Buildings are C9-10.

173 Lionel modern O gauge 38305 Conventional Classics 2338 Milwaukee Road GP-7 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8
with run time. OB has light wear.

174 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 36236 Tom McComas boxcar, 26021 Canadian
National flat with trailer, 26795 New York Central stock car with sound, 26310 Chicago and Great Western flat with
trailer, 19677 Fort Knox Archive boxcar, 29283 New York Central boxcar, 39450 Evans Auto Loader, 26098 Pennsylvania
flat with trailer, 26062 New York Central gondola, and 39212 SP&S archive boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10. A few OBs have
some light corner wear.

175 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas freight cars in OB. Ten cars include 39477 flat with reindeer trailers, 19913 1991
boxcar, 19929 1994 boxcar (writing on one end of box), 19904 1998 boxcar, 19903 1988 boxcar, 9491 1986 boxcar
(writing on one end of box), 19908 1989 boxcar, 19945 1996 boxcar, 19910 1990 boxcar, and 19918 1992 boxcar. Cars are
generally C8. OBs have some shelf wear and price stickers.

176 Lionel modern O gauge employee Christmas boxcars in OBs. Four cars include 19997 2001 boxcar sealed, 19916 1992
boxcar, 19913 1991 boxcar, and 19921 1993 boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10.

177 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 18562 Seaboard NW2 switcher in OB. Loco features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with some light run time.

178 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 38323 PWC 2348 Minneapolis & St. Louis GP-9 diesel loco with
Legacy control system and RailSounds in OB. Loco is factory wrapped in the inner carton C9-10.

179 Lionel modern O gauge 28519 Northern Pacific GP-9 in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much
more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some light corner wear and one small rip.

180 Lionel modern O Gauge Postwar Celebration Burlington GP7 in OB. Loco is catalog number 18892 and features TMCC,
Railsounds, Electrocouplers and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has one partially ripped flap.

181 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar three packs in OBs. Three packs include 29267 series VIII, 39211 archive pack, and
29282 archive pack. Cars are C8 to C10.

182 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club New York Central F3 A-B-A set in OBs. Catalog numbers are 18135 and 18178.
Locos feature TMCC, Rail sounds, Electrocouplers and more. A-A powered and dummy pair is C8 with run time, B unit is
factory sealed in the master carton C10. Display case is also included for the locomotive but is not shown in photos.
Case has been opened.

183 Lionel modern O gauge 25631 Lincoln Funeral Train add on coach two pack in OB. Set is C10 factory wrapped in the
inner carton.

184 Lionel modern O gauge 39028 silver Lionel Lines heavyweight passenger car three pack with red roofs consisting of 39029
Irvington, 39030 Madison and 39031 Manhattan all are C9 area with no major signs of run time. One OB has some light
corner damage.
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185 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 27517 Northern Pacific PS-4 flat, 27562 New York
Central PS-4 flat, 27563 Lackawanna PS-4 flatcar, 17537 Route 66 flat with cars, 29954 2009 Dealers Christmas car,
25061 Christmas boxcar, 25066 2009 Christmas boxcar, 19486 New York Central flat with lumber, 39458 Postwar
Celebration Series flat with missiles, and 19998 2001 Christmas boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some very light
wear.

186 Lionel modern O gauge TCA Bicentennial Special passenger set with brochure containing; 1976 U36B diesel, 1974 Stars
& Stripes coach, 1975 American Eagle coach and a 1973 Freedom Bell observation in OB. Set is C8-9 with very light
runtime, however nose on decal is peeling.

187 Lionel modern O gauge 14065 nuclear reactor in OB. Unit is factory sealed in the inner carton C9-10.
188 Lionel modern O gauge heritage 11164 Dewitt Clinton loco and passenger cars. Set is factory sealed in the master carton
C10.

189 Lionel Century Club II New York Central Empire State Express Niagara PT tender in OB. Catalog number is 38097.
Tender is factory wrapped in the carton C10.

190 Lionel modern O Gauge 31777 Conventional Classic GG-1 2124W set in OB. Set is sealed C9-10. No signs of inner boxes
being opened

191 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club II 29178 New York Central Empire State Express two car passenger set add on in
OB. Cars are C8-9 with light run time. OB has some light wear and one or two small spots of ink loss.

192 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics 38300 Virginian FM 2331 Trainmaster in OB. Loco is C8 with run time.
193 Lionel modern O gauge Heritage Series Stourbridge Lion add on car two packs in OBs. Catalog numbers 27426. Cars are
C10.

194 Lionel modern O gauge 38351 Union Pacific archive GP-7 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is factory sealed in the master
carton C10.

195 Lionel modern O gauge Heritage Series 11658 John Bull add-on coach factory wrapped in OB C10.
196 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 26780 3376 giraffe cars, 29706
Pennsylvania caboose, 19756 Lionel Lines caboose, 26020 flat with sub, 29487 boat loader, 39260 New Haven boxcar,
26794 PFE ice car, 29829 radio active waste car, 26026 Mercury capsule car, and 19451 6262 wheel car. Cars are C8 to
C10. OBs have some light wear and price stickers.

197 Lionel modern O gauge Heritage Series 11165 Dewitt Clinton add-on coach factory wrapped in OB C10.
198 Lionel modern O gauge 18327 Postwar Celebration Series Virginian FM Trainmaster diesel locomotive in OB. Loco
features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is factory wrapped in the inner box C10.

199 Lionel modern O gauge conventional classics 38310 2185W New York Central F3 A-A freight set in OBs. Set is factory
wrapped in the inner boxes C10.

200 Lionel modern O gauge 2340 Pennsylvania GG-1 from the Conventional Classics line. Catalog number is 38303. Engine is
open but appears to be factory wrapped in the inner carton C9-10.

201 Lionel modern O gauge Heritage Stourbridge Lion 11153 locomotive and tender in OB. Items are C8+ with very light run
time.

202 Lionel modern O gauge Kansas City Southern F-3 set. Includes 14500 A units and14542 B unit in OB. All three units are
factory wrapped in the OBs C9-10. A-A units feature TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more.

203 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classic 31775 reissue of 1562W Burlington GP-7 passenger set factory new OBs.
C9-10. Set box has been opened for inspection.
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204 Lionel modern O gauge Kansas City Southern aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Includes 19194 four car set and 39160 two
car add on. Cars are C9-10 factory wrapped in the OBs.

205 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club 18314 Pennsylvania 2332 GG-1 electric loco with five gold stripes and display case.
Loco features TMCC, Rail sounds, Electrocouplers, and more. Loco is factory sealed in plastic C10. Also included is
display case which is factory sealed.

206 Lionel modern O gauge Burlington Northern bathtub gondola three pack. Catalog number 17417. Set is factory sealed C10.
OB has some light corner wear.

207 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 Watt ZW transformer. Transformer has original supple cord. Also includes repro box and
instruction sheet, Base and transformer have some light wear. C6-7.

208 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 Watt ZW transformer. Transformer has replacement cord. Also includes repro box and
instruction sheet, Name plate and base have wear. C6.

209 Lionel modern O gauge conventional classics 38312 Santa Fe 2343 F-3 A-A pair in OBs. Locos are factory wrapped in
boxes.

210 Lionel modern O Gauge Postwar Celebration Series Santa Fe 24573 F3 B Unit in OB. Unit is non powered and is factory
wrapped C9-10.

211 Lionel modern O gauge 51249 Century Club II Overland Trail Union Pacific M-10000 add on car. Car is factory wrapped
in the inner carton C10.

212 Lionel modern O gauge 31731 Century Club Trainmaster rolling stock set. Cars are all factory sealed in plastic C10.
213 Lionel modern O gauge 14532 Century Club II Pennsylvania Shark nose A-B-A diesel set 14532 and 24510 in OBs. Locos
feature TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers and more. All three locos are C9 area, unwrapped and maybe displayed, but
appear unrun beyond factory testing.

214 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics 38324 New Haven F3 freight set no. 2507W in OB. Set is factory sealed in
the master carton C10. Master carton has some corner wear and small rips.

215 Lionel modern O gauge 34559 archive collection New Haven F-3 A-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Set is conventional and
factory sealed in the master carton C10.

216 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA 58507 General and Texas locomotive set in OB. Includes TWO locomotives in the set. Set
is factory sealed in plastic C10.

217 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA Santa Fe Alco A-A 208 yellow and blue set in OB. Units are factory sealed in their OBs,
C9-10. Set has been opened for inspection.

218 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club II Pennsylvania coal train set in OB. Catalog number is 31726. Set is factory sealed
in plastic C10.

219 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club 18058 New York Central 773 Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco features
TMCC, smoke, Rail sounds, electrocoupler and more. Loco is C8 with run time. Display case also included.

220 Lionel modern O gauge 18057 Century Club turbine in OB. Locomotive also has display case. Loco and tender are C8 with
un time. Loco features TMCC Railsounds and more.

221 Lionel modern O gauge buildings in OBs. Four buildings include 14168 Barber Shop. 24226 Christmas toy store, 34126
Market, and 23183 Esso gas station. Building are C9-10.

222 Lionel modern O gauge 14164 Lionelville operating band shell in OB. C9-10.
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223 Lionel modern O gauge blue stripe Santa Fe passenger cars in OBs. Includes 27767 four pack with operating boxcar,
27775 coach, and 27772 diner and baggage two pack. Cars are C9-10.

224 Lionel modern O gauge Thomas and Friends trains. Includes Thomas loco missing smoke stack, Annie and Clarabel
coaches, two Troublesome Trucks gondolas, 26176 milk tanker, 16490 sodor mining hopper, and 14267 Sir Topham Hatt
gateman. Also included is three figures. Trains are C7+ to C10.

225 Lionel modern O gauge 29181 New York Central Empire State Express station sounds diner in OB. Car features TMCC,
car sounds and more. Car is C8 with run time. OB has some very light corner wear.

226 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series freight cars and loco tender in OBs. Eight cars total, includes 39290
6464 two pack, 27710 6466 two pack, 36739 Lionel Lines operating log car, 29850 Norfolk and Western J Class tender
with air whistle, 26852 Santa Fe operating barrel car, 19790 Lehigh Valley caboose. Cars are C8 to C10

227 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA freight cars in OBs. Five cars include 52514 mint car, 52562 Rio Grande uranium mint car,
2678- St. Louis Zoo giraffe car, 52543 mechanical refrigerator, and 58599 Union Pacific hopper. Cars are C8 to C10.

228 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 52195 Canadian Pacific double stack, 52090 Pere
Marquette boxcar, 52110 PM&O boxcar, 52162 GM&O boxcar, and 52491 PS-2 hopper pack. Trains are C8-9/

229 Lionel modern O gauge TCA freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 5233 50th anniversary mint car, 52573 Sierra Railroad
stock car, 58511 Chick-Fil-A operating stock car, 52414 Rio Grande PS-4 flat with snowmobiles, 52593 PS-1 boxcar, and
52594 Quikrete hopper. Cars are C8 to C10.

230 Lionel modern O gauge TCA aluminum passenger car set. Eight cars include 52062 observation. 52143 coach, 52155
baggage, 52106 diner, 52191 duplex, 52220 vista dome, 52274 RPO, and 52085 vista dome. Cars are C8-9.

231 Lionel modern O gauge Chicagoland Lionel Railroad Club freight cars in OBs. Four cars include 52171 Union Pacific
action car, 52364 New York Central sealed, 52426 City of Santa Fe Francisco reefer sealed, and 52475 Union Pacific /
Western Pacific boxcar. Cars are C9-10.

232 Lionel modern O gauge Chicagoland Lionel Railroad Club freight cars in OBs. Four cars include 52389 Great Northern
bunk car, 52363 Southern baggage car, and 52388 Great Northern tool car. Cars are C9 to C10.

233 Lionel modern O gauge Lionel Operating Train Society freight cars in OBs. Five cars include two 52566 State of Maine
boxcars, 52523 flat Santa Fe flat with trailers, 52196 double stack, and 52567 Santa Fe super chief hopper. Cars are C8 to
C10.

234 Lionel modern O gauge 14098 mainline auto crossing gate sets in OBs. Three sets are C10.
235 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Includes two 14119 gooseneck street lamp sets, eight 24156 street lamp sets,
four, 12926 globe street lamp sets, 24122, 24123, 14241, 24194, 24196, 34195, 24193, 24192, 14218, 24191 and 24124
people packs. C9-10.

236 Lionel modern O gauge Fastrack layout in a box. Enough here to put together a small layout. Includes a left and right hand
remote switch both missing lanterns, eight O-36 curves (one has a cracked plastic base), four straight sections, one
insulated straight section, two five inch straight sections with insulated rail and two O36 quarter curves. C8.

237 Lionel modern O gauge track side accessories in OBs. Includes 2122 bridge, three 14111 153IR controllers, two 14078 die
cast truck sets, 24228 Christmas operating billboard, 24187 billboard set, 24190 station platform, 22940 mast signal, 22952
diecast billboard set, two 14260 Christmas tractor trailers, 12855, 12987, and 12907 intermodal packs, 2282 diecast
bumper set. Items are C8 to C10.

238 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Includes 37928 passenger station with sound, 14148 operating billboard,
12912 pumping station, 52210 TCA Ricco Station, and 12862 operating oil drum loader. Items are C8 to C10. OBs have
some corner and edge wear.
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239 GarGraves modern O gauge switches in OBs. Includes five Phantom left hand switches and two Phantom right hand
switches. Switches are C7-8, with some light rust spots on the rails.

240 Lionel modern O gauge TTOS freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 52040 Grand Trunk flat with Lionel trailer, 19963
Union Equity hopper, 17889 Southern Pacific flat with trailer, 52010 Weyerhaeuser boxcar, 17871 New York Central flat
with Kodak trailers, 52057 Western Pacific boxcar, 52009 Western Pacific boxcar, 52068 Contadina boxcar, 52087 New
Mexico Central boxcar, and 52098 National Bureau boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear and a few price
stickers.

241 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 17876 CN&L boxcar, 17887 Conrail flat with trailer,
52023 D&TS hopper, 6323 Virginia Chemicals tank car, 17873 Ashland tank, 17899 NASA tank car, 9358 Sand’s hopper,
6112 Commonwealth Edison hopper, 9435 Central of Georgia boxcar, and 7403 LNAC boxcar. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs
have some corner and edge wear.

242 Lionel modern O gauge TCA freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 52036 caboose, 5734 REA reefer, 17898 ART reefer,
52483 Rutland boxcar, 52276 TCA mint car, 52008 crane car, 52374 Montana Rail Link hopper, 52172 Louisville and
Nashville boxcar, 52481 Ben and Jerrys convention car, and 52275 Western Pacific boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10.

243 Lionel modern O gauge LOTS freight cars in OBs. Six cars include two 52550 NC&STL boxcars, two 52580 Robin Hood
Beer boxcars, 52553 Tennessee Aquarium car, and 52552 DODX radioactive waste flat. Cars are C8+ to C10.

244 Lionel modern O gauge METCA freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 52487 Pennsylvania mint car, 52486 Pennsylvania
mint car, 52574 Fort Knox mint car, 52488 New York Central mint car, 52583 Baltimore and Ohio mint car, and 52508 US
Flag mint car. Cars are C9-10.

245 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA cars, accessories and semi trailers. Items include 52507 New York Central water tower,
52038 Southern hopper, 17888 Conrail flat with trailer, 52110 C St. PM&O boxcar, 52074 IBP boxcar, 71998 Amtrak
express boxcar, 52055 Sovex semi, 52091 Lennox semi, and 52056 Southern semi. Items are C8 to C10.

246 Lionel modern O gauge TCA 5484 steam locomotive in OB with some writing on the end of the OB. Six passenger cars
also include 7205, 17879, 7212, 9544, 0511, and 7206. Cars and loco are C7-8 with run time.

247 Lionel modern O gauge TTOS cars in OBs. Eleven cars include 52028 Ford three pack, 9868 Oklahoma reefer, 1977 Ohio
baggage, 9512 coach, 52040 flat missing trailer, 17872 Anaconda ore car, 52009 Western Pacific boxcar, 52057 Western
Pacific boxcar, 52058 Santa Fe boxcar,

248 Lionel modern O gauge Lionel Railroader Club freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 19437 flat with trailer, 29313 3409
Helicopter car, 29939 Anniversary boxcar, 19953 Lionel Corp boxcar, 0782 tank car, 19935 tank car, 16804 caboose,
52179 Chicago LRRC ACL Uncle Herb action car, and two 19924 boxcars. Cars are C8 to C9. OBs have some light wear,
price stickers, and 0782 box has marker on the end.

249 Lionel modern O gauge Lionel Railroaders Club cars in OBs. Six cars include 26637 Missile Launching car, 26636
Submarine car, 39352 Fort Knox mint car, 52597 Navy Flat on trailer, 52117 Wabash flat with trailer, and 52167 Santa Fe
flat with trailer. Cars are C8 to C10.

250 Lionel modern O gauge TCA, LCCA, and other club freight cars in OBs. Eleven cars include 52099 LCCA flat MISSING
trailer, 19925 educational boxcar, 9358 LCCA Sands hopper, 52547 Chicago and Northwestern TTOS hopper, 52087 New
Mexico Central TTOS boxcar, TTM-7781 Hafner TCA boxcar, 52051 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, 9864-1974 TCA
boxcar, 19948 visitors center flat with trailer, 9611 TCA 1978 boxcar, and 9779 TCA bicentennial boxcar. Cars are C7 to
C9

251 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 52089 TTOM ore cars, 52071 Gadsen Pacific ore
car, 29215 Canadian Pacific boxcar, 17009 New York Central hopper, 52011 Gadsden Pacific ore car, 52164 TTOM
Southern Pacific ore car, 16985 Eastwood flat with Ford panel trucks, 19277 Rutland boxcar, and 52118 Rio Grande
boxcar.
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252 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 52083 Eastwood tanker with flat, 26717 Constellation
boxcar, 19885 Norfolk and Western operating hopper, 16916 Ford flat with trailer, 16383 Conrail flat with trailer, 39447
Lionel Lines cable reel car, 19483 flat with Beetle, 26827 UPS archive operating boxcar, 17558 Route 66 flat with brown
sedans, and 52044 Eastwood vat car. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some light sun fading on ends, price sticker, and light shelf
wear.

253 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19212 Pennsylvania boxcar, 16308 Burlington
Northern flat with trailers, 52047 Cal-Stewart caboose, 39257 Western Pacific Boys boxcar, 52130 Eastwood flat with Hot
Wheels tanker, 19960 LOTS Western Pacific boxcar, 36760B&O Sentinel operating brakeman archive car, 19565
Burlington reefer, 36809 New York Central derrick car, 16924 Lionel Corp trailer on flat. Cars are C7 to C10. OBs have
some light corner wear and one price sticker.

254 Lionel modern O gauge Southern 4 car set. Cataloged 39119. Includes 39120 baggage, 39121 coach, 39122 coach, and
39123 observation. Set is C8-9 with very light run time. Set box has some light ink loss on one end.

255 Lionel modern O gauge 25466 Post War Celebration Santa Fe Aluminum 2 pack in OB. Cars are C8 with run time. Set box
has some light corner wear.

256 Lionel modern O gauge New York Central passenger cars in OBs. Three cars include 39089 coach, 39090 coach, and
39091 observation car. Cars are C8 with run time.

257 Lionel modern O gauge Norfolk and Western aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Three cars include 19141 diner, 19151
duplex roomette, and 19139 baggage car. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have some light shelf wear especially at the
corners.

258 Lionel modern O gauge motorized units in OBs. Three units include 18436 Dodge Ram, 18454 blue executive inspection
car, and 52108 LCCA Grand Trunk inspection van. Units are C9-10. 18454 has large price sticker on one end.

259 Lionel modern O gauge Heritage Series Best Friend of Charleston 25514 add on coach in OB. Car is factory wrapped C10.
260 Lionel modern O gauge Century Club Pennsylvania 18068 Turbine tender. Unit is C9 area, very light wheel marks.
261 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17885 Artrain tank car, 930016 Lionel Collectors
Association of Canada boxcar, 16272 Christmas boxcar, NETCA Berkshire Brewing refrigerator, 16335 New York Central
flat with trailer, 16357 Louisville and Nashville flat with trailer, 9301 US Mail operating boxcar, 9383 Union Pacific flat
with vans, 16314 Wabash flat with trailers, and 16323 Lionel Lines flat with trailers. Cars are generally C8. OBs have light
wear and a few price stickers.

262 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Nine cars include 27286 scale boxcar two pack, 29204 Century club boxcar,
29226 Berkshire Century Club boxcar, 52144 NLOE flat with trailer, 39218 Gold Century Club boxcar, 26214 Celebrate
the Century boxcar, 29228 Pennsylvania Turbine boxcar, and 52154 PFE reefer. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some light
corner wear.

263 Eight Lionel die cast vehicles include 311500 Tanker and Panel delivery trucks, 404000 pickup and horse trailer, 24032
Lionel County truck and trailers, 417500 tractor trailer, dump truck, 383500 delivery van, 1935 Ford Truck, and 1920 Ford
Truck. Cars are C9-10.

264 Lionel and other die cast vehicles in OBs. Includes Corgi 51302 Lionel police car, 52402 Lionel Mack B pumper, LCCA
BNSF police car, Eastwood Lionelville police and taxi pair, 3522 truck and car pair, 19142 Mack truck, 345000 Reading
truck, two 19143 REA trucks, 19141 REA truck, Dodge Ram truck, four gas pumps and Department 56 Lionel figure.
Items are C8 to C10.

265 Lionel modern O gauge Conventional Classics freight cars including reissues of the 6572 REA refrigerator car, 2445
Pullman Car, and 2626 Madison observation car. Cars are C8 to C10. Also included is Hallmark New York Central 2333
A-A display set.
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266 Lionel and other diecast vehicles in OBs. Eight cars include 1935 Ford truck, 624059 garbage truck, 624060 dump truck,
F085 Fire car set, US50505 Seagrave fire truck, 56201 Gulf tank truck, 51302 Sheriffs car, and US52906 Lion Oil tanker
truck. Trucks are C9-10.

267 Lionel and other diecast vehicles in OBs. Twelve cars include H070 taxi and fire chief car, BMW 5 series Limo, F085
maintenance van and fire car, Hobby shop car without OB, B744VO Pennsylvania truck, 24032 Lionel county truck and
trailer, 338500 oil tanker, Fire car without OB, B746VO Pennsylvania truck, 1935 Lionel Ford truck, 624061 1938
Chevrolet truck, and 4439 Castrol Solido Ford truck. Items are C8 to C10.

268 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2171-1 Great Northern EP-5 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some corner and edge wear.

269 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2295-1 Chicago and Great Western NW-2 switcher in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 however two very small paint chips in one of the yellow stripes. OB has some
very light corner wear.

270 MTH modern O gauge 20-6589 Burlington five car streamlined passenger set in OB. Cars are C8 with run time. Set box
has some light shelf wear and corner wear.

271 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-1237-1 Santa Fe 4-6-4 Hudson in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C8 however needs headlight lens replaced. OB has some light wear and
staining.

272 MTH Railking modern O gauge Wabash 30-6262 B-D with two coaches, baggage, and observation. Cars are C7-8. OBs
have some light corner wear. One coach OB has ripped end flap.

273 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-4017-1 Santa Fe ready to run freight set in OB. Set is complete with track and
transformer. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocoupler, and more. Set is C7-8 with run time. Set box has some
wear and taped corners.

274 Lionel modern O gauge 32930 ZW transformer in OB. Includes two 180 watt ZW bricks. Transformer is C8. Box has
wear, and heavy wear at end flaps.

275 Modern O gauge freight cars. Seven cars include Railking 7360 Shell tank car, 7318 Union Pacific tank car, 7649 Northern
Pacific operating operating flat with logs, 7676 auto carrier missing window from OB. MTH car includes 20-98219 New
York Central snow plow. Lionel car is a 26527 Christmas caboose. K Line car is 665602 Ringling Brothers Circus flat and
trailer. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light corner wear.

276 Modern O gauge buildings. Eight buildings include K Line 43013 village post office, 43014 photography studio, and
43016 hotel. Lionel items include 24190 station platform, 12884 truck loading dock. Other items include Walthers 933
-2711 Deli, Texaco station, plastic Shell gas station, and Lemax Patty’s Doughnuts. Buildings are generally C8. Also
included is a Postwar metal bridge with some rust C6.

277 MTH Railking modern O gauge buildings in OBs. Includes 30-9087 passenger station, 30-90021 Smith Brothers auto
dealership, and 30-9034 McDonald’s. All three boxes have some light staining but buildings are C8.

278 Lionel modern O gauge 11748 Amtrak Alco passenger set in OB. Set appears complete with track and transformer. Also
included is 18937 dummy Alco loco. OBs have some light wear and OBs are C7-8 with run time.

279 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars. Nine cars and six OBs. Cars include 3424 Wabash operating brakeman boxcar with
tell tales and OB with one detached but included end flap, 6257-25 Lionel caboose with OB, 6462-25 New York Central
green gondola with six original barrels and OB missing one end flap, 6468 Baltimore and Ohio double door auto boxcar
with OB missing both end flaps, 3620 searchlight car with OB and one detached but included end flap, 6436 Lehigh Valley
hopper with OB missing both end flaps and inner flaps, 3361-55 Lionel Lines operating log car with original logs, 6560
Lionel Lines crane missing hook, and 3419 large winder operating helicopter car. copter is missing partial rail on bottom
and plastic part that engages the winder. Cars are generally C6-7. Some light rust spots on metal frames. See photos for
best description.
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280 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories. Includes 195-15 floodlight tower missing four bulbs but no broken struts and 197
radar tower with broken antenna pole and partial broken radar head. See photos for best description. Items are generally C6
-7.

281 MTH modern O gauge Real Trax thirty inch straight sections. Seventeen sections are C7-8 with light use.
282 MTH modern O gauge Real Trax straight sections. Includes twenty seven eleven inch sections, UCS track, three five and a
half inch sections, one transition section and one three and a half inch section. Sections are C7-8 with light use. One power
lockon also included.

283 MTH modern O gauge Real Trax straight sections. Includes fourteen 0-54 sections, two half curves, four 0-42 sections, and
eight 0-31 sections. Sections are C7-8 with light use.

284 MTH modern O gauge Real Trax switches in OBs. Includes two 0-42 right hand switches, 0-31 right hand switch,and 0-42
left hand switch. Two switches have OBs, two do not. C7 with layout use.

285 Lionel modern O gauge Southern Pacific 18710 Southern Pacific steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 however needs
some work to repair the wiring tether to the tender. See photos for best description.

286 MTH Railking modern O gauge / standard gauge street lamp sets in OBs. Ten sets include two 30-1069 No. 56 sets, three
1056 No. 58 sets, and five 30-1067 No. 59 sets. Sets are generally C8. OBs have some light shelf wear.

287 MTH Railking modern O gauge / standard gauge lamp sets in OBs. Ten sets include four MT-1030 No. 59 sets, five 30
-1071 No. 580-2 sets, 30-1084 No. 57 and MT-1028 No. 57 set. Sets are generally C8. OBs have some light shelf wear.

288 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 6433 Canadian Pacific caboose, 9419 Union Pacific
boxcar, 9280 Santa Fe horse transport, 9406 Rio Grande boxcar, 9333 Southern Pacific flat with trailers, two 9415
Providence and Worchester boxcars, 9462 Southern Pacific boxcar, 9710 Rutland (box missing tag), and 9441
Pennsylvania boxcar (box missing tag). Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have some shelf wear and some marking stickers.

289 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include seven 16330 MKT flats with trailers, 16324
Pennsylvania flat with cable reels, 19218 New Haven boxcar, and 19233 Southern Pacific boxcar. Cars are generally C8
with run time. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

290 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9111 Norfolk and Western TCA boxcar, 9114 Morton
hopper, 7802 Canada Dry boxcar, 9706 Chesapeake and Ohio boxcar, 9700 Southern boxcar, 9705 Rio Grande boxcar,
9714 Rio Grande silver boxcar, 9866 Coors reefer, 9755 Union Pacific boxcar, and 9215 Norfolk and Western boxcar. Cars
are C7-8. One or two very small spots of frame rust on a few cars. OBs have some shelf wear and light staining.

291 MTH Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 73104 Union Pacific tank car which was a
production sample and is marked on the bottom, 7679 Santa Fe flat with trailer, 76176 Union Pacific flat with Mercedes,
7014C Union Pacific tank car, 73182 New York Central tank car, 2001 McDonalds boxcar in unmarked box, 7532 Union
Pacific hopper, 75171 Union Pacific hopper, 7532 Union Pacific hopper, and 73146 Texas Special tank car. Cars are
Generally C8. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

292 MTH Premier modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 97550 Southern Pacific hopper, 9104L Chessie
caboose, 9202L New York Central tank car, 90001e Reading tank car, 9105L Santa Fe caboose, 98202 silver hot metal car,
97108 New York Central PS-2 hopper, 90023F Union Pacific boxcar, 93042 Santa Fe boxcar, and 93019 Susquehanna
boxcar. Cars are generally C8 with run time. OBs have some corner and edge wear.

293 MTH modern O gauge Reading F-3 A-B-B-A diesel locomotive set in OBs. Includes 20-2198-1 A-B-A set. Locos features
Protosound, Protocouplers, and much more. Also included is 20-2198-3 dummy B unit. Units are C8 with run time.

294 Lionel modern O gauge MKT freight cars in OBs. Seven cars include 27618 Union Pacific MKT heritage caboose, 27420
Union Pacific MKT heritage PS-2 hopper, 17194 PS-2 hopper, 27211 MKT PS-1 boxcar, 15021 MKT boxcar, 17064 PS-2
hopper, and 19558 Postwar Celebration Series MKT stock car. Cars are generally C8 with run time. OBs have some very
light corner wear.
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295 MTH Premier modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 96141 Reading tank car, 91083 Reading
caboose, 98204 Union Pacific coil car, 90022D Union Pacific hopper, 94014 Chesapeake and Ohio reefer, 97430 Norfolk
and Western hopper, 94011 Chesapeake and Ohio reefer, 90017B New York Central tank car, 98602 Union Pacific flat
with trailers, and 94502 Union Pacific stock car. Cars are generally C8 with run time. OBs have some light shelf wear and
price stickers.

296 MTH Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 4069 Union Pacific Big Boy boxcar in
unmarked box, 7016C Pennsylvania tank car, 73262 Boston and Maine tank car, 7384 Chesapeake and Ohio modern tank
car, 7639 MTH flat with GTOs, 4110A Texas Special boxcar, 7438 Reading boxcar, 7860 Rolling Rock reefer, 7370
Pennsylvania tank car, and 7947 Boston and Maine crane. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light corner and edge
wear.

297 Lionel modern O gauge Southern F3 A-B-B-A set in OBs. Catalog numbers are 8566, 8661, 8661 and 8567. Locos are C7
-8 condition with run time. Nice nose decals. Dummy A has some scuffing under the frame. OBs have some shelf wear,
one B unit box has small tear in one corner.

298 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16495 Santa Fe hopper, two 39209 Union Pacific
boxcars, 17248 New York Central boxcar, 17412 Lionel store gondola, 36086 Southern Pacific flat with trailers, 26139
Lionel Lines stock car, 29258 Reading boxcar, 26067 Southern gondola, and 5221 TCA Norfolk Southern boxcar. Cars are
generally C8 with run time. OBs have some light corner and edge wear.

299 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 26418 Boston and Maine hopper, 26195 Pennsylvania
tank car, 27445 Norfolk Southern / Norfolk and Western heritage hopper, 17235 Boston and Maine boxcar, 17245
Chesapeake and Ohio boxcar, 17238 Chesapeake and Ohio boxcar, 29429 Campbell’s vat car, 29461 Postwar Celebration
Series flat with plane, 29462 Postwar Celebration Series flat with plane, 29487 Postwar Celebration Series boat loader.
Cars are C8 to C9. OBs have some light wear, 17268 has skinning on one end.

300 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 94026 Union Pacific reefer, 90022E Union Pacific
hopper, 98203 Norfolk Southern coil car, 9205L Union Pacific tank car, 97408 Norfolk and Western hopper with coal load,
91023 Burlington caboose, 94503 Pennsylvania stock car with writing on box, 97710 Reading hopper, 96073 Maine
Central tank car, and 91009 Southern caboose. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have light corner and edge wear and a few
stickers.

301 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17024 Reading hopper, 36528 Chesapeake and Ohio
work caboose, 16460 Reading hopper, 26133 Tootsie Roll tank car, 19552 Rutland reefer, 25095 Texas Special boxcar,
26136 Southern tank car, 39316 New Haven auto boxcar, 36660 Texas Special caboose, and 27212 Rutland PS-1 boxcar.
Cars are generally C8 with run time. OBs have some light wear.

302 MTH Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 7749 Union Pacific caboose, 73189
Pennsylvania tank car, 7501 Pennsylvania hopper, 73344 Boston and Maine tank car, 77144 Coors caboose, 73226
Anhesuser-Busch tank car, 7504 Santa Fe hopper, 7417 Chessie boxcar, 73326 Santa Fe tank car, and 7502 Norfolk and
Western hopper. Cars are generally C8 with run time. OBs have some corner and edge wear along with a few price
stickers.

303 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 29214 Southern boxcar, 17110 Union Pacific hopper,
19277 Rutland boxcar, 17217 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine boxcar, 9482 Norfolk Southern boxcar (OB has some
sun fading and writing), 19274 Southern Pacific boxcar, 16939 Navy flat with boat, 16911 Boston and Maine flat with
trailer, 19405 Southern crane car, and 16922 Chesapeake and Ohio flat with trailer. Cars are C8 with some run time. OBs
have some corner and edge wear.

304 Lionel modern O gauge Lionel Lines freight cars in OBs. Seven cars include 5712 reefer, 6313 tank car, 9239 caboose,
19303 hopper, 9492 boxcar, 6214 gondola, and 16924 Lionel trailer on flat. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some light corner and
shelf wear.

305 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9273 Southern caboose, 9313 Gulf tank car, 9871
Carlings reefer, 9205 Norfolk and Western boxcar, 9553 WARR horse car, 9867 Hershey reefer, 7709 Salem boxcar, 9602
Santa Fe boxcar, 9851 Schlitz reefer, and 9831 Pepsi reefer. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some shelf wear and staining.
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306 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9215 Norfolk and Western boxcar, 9604 Norfolk and
Western boxcar in incorrect box, 9739 Rio Grande boxcar, 6106 Norfolk and Western hopper, 9732 Southern Pacific
boxcar, 7708 Winston boxcar, 7301 Norfolk and Western cattle car, 9329 Chessie crane car, 9714 Rio Grande boxcar, and
9316 Southern Pacific caboose. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have wear, and some warping.

307 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 5285 Texas Special mint car, 17973 Union Pacific tank
car, 39208 Union Pacific boxcar, 29640 Coca Cola tank car, 26603 Lehigh Valley depressed center flat, 39206 New York
Central boxcar, 39488 Reese’s vat car, 17356 Nesquik milk car, 17085 Maine Central hopper, 25025 Reading boxcar. Cars
are generally C8 with run time. Three OBs have some light wear to end flaps and one price sticker.

308 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19233 Southern Pacific boxcar, 19821 Union Pacific
operating boxcar, 6104 Southern hopper, 9768 Boston and Maine boxcar, 16308 Burlington Northern flat with trailers,
19311 Southern Pacific hopper, 16506 Santa Fe caboose, 17110 Union Pacific hopper, and two 6904 Union Pacific
cabooses. Cars are C7-8 with run time. OBs have some shelf wear and a few price stickers.

309 MTH modern O gauge premier Union Pacific heritage freight cars in OBs. Includes three 96196 Katy tank cars and two
97652 Southern Pacific hopper cars. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have some light wear, one partially torn inner flap
noted on one box.

310 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19293 MKT boxcar, 19503 BAR reefer, 19953 LRRC
boxcar, 19329 Norfolk and Western hopper, 17111 Reading hopper, 19612 Gulf tank car, 29202 Santa Fe boxcar, 19966
LRRC count down to a century gondola, 19260 and 19259 Western Pacific boxcars. Cars are generally C8 with run time.

311 Lionel modern O gauge un-cataloged 26565 2001 employee appreciation caboose in OB. This was a “parting gift” for the
Michigan plant employees when the factory closed. Tough car in C8-9 condition. Nice square OB.

312 Lionel modern O gauge 28853 Santa Fe GP-38 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features horn and dual can motors. Loco is
C8 with run time. OB has some price sticker residue on one end.

313 Williams by Bachmann modern O gauge 40507 Santa Fe Berkshire steam locomotive in OB. Loco is factory wrapped C9
-10. OB has split at glue seam. Loco features smoke and whistle.

314 MTH Railking modern O gauge / standard gauge lamp sets, signals and more. Includes five MT-1026 No. 56 lamp sets, 30
-1068 No. 57 lamp set, 30-1074 154 highway signal, two 1061 street clocks, and 30-1077 No. 69N warning bell. Items are
C8-9. OBs have some very light shelf wear.

315 MTH Railking modern O gauge / standard gauge lamp sets, signals and more. Includes four 1059 No. 35 street lamp sets,
two 1074 No. 154 automatic highway signals one contractor missing, 1056 No. 58 street lamp set, 1029 No. 57 street lamp
set, and 1026 No. 56 street lamp set. Items are C8-9. OBs have some very light shelf wear.

316 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar three packs in OBs. Included is 29289 series IX sealed, 19292 series VI, and 19266
series III. Series VI and III are C8 with run time and OBs have light wear and marking over price sticker. IX is C10.

317 MTH Premier modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 90020F New Haven steel caboose, 98205
Union Pacific spreader, 9103L Norfolk and Western caboose, 91283 New York Central caboose, 9204L Pennsylvania tank
car, 92006 Southern Pacific tank car, two 98213 New Haven coil cars, 96181 7UP tank car, and 96182 Rolling Rock tank
car. Cars are generally C8 with run time. OBs have some corner and shelf wear.

318 Lionel modern O gauge 18117 Santa Fe F3 AA diesel units in OB. Also includes 18121 B unit. Locos are C7+ with a few
very light scuff marks on the A unit noses. OBs have shelf wear.

319 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16811 TCA Rutland boxcar, 19290 Seaboard boxcar,
19285 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine boxcar, 19365 Coca-Cola hopper, 19885 Norfolk and Western operating
hopper, 26382 LRRC flat with trailer, 27058 LRRC ACF hopper, 29251 Burlington Northern boxcar, 26413 LRRC
hopper, and 39270 Burlington boxcar. Cars are generally C8 with some run time. Some OBs have some very light wear.
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320 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16911 Boston and Maine flat with trailer, 9181 Boston
and Maine caboose, 9704 Norfolk and Western boxcar, 9702 Soo boxcar, 9737 Central Vermont boxcar, 9440 Reading
boxcar, 7811 Dr. Pepper boxcar, 9404 Nickel Plate boxcar, 9231 Reading caboose, and 9415 P&W boxcar. Cars are C7-8.
OBs have some shelf wear and price stickers.

321 Modern O gauge freight cars from MTH, Atlas, and more. MTH cars include 91312 Santa Fe caboose, 91081 Santa Fe
caboose, 77012 New Haven caboose, 7423 MTH club boxcar, and 7316 Texaco tank car. Lionel cars include sealed 19816
Madison Hardware boxcar, 19211 Vermont Railway boxcar, 52138 Beechcraft and 19991 LRRC gold member kit. Atlas O
car includes 6654-2 Norfolk and Western caboose. Items are generally C8 with run time. A few OBs have some light wear.

322 Lionel modern O Gauge Union Pacific F3 A-B-B-A set in OBs. Catalog numbers are 8480 and 8481. Dummy B units
features an electronic horn. Locomotives C7-8 with a decent amount of run time, but shells are more C8 than C7. OBs have
moderate shelf wear and have been tape repaired.

323 Lionel modern O gauge centennial GP-9 in OB. Catalog number is 18846. Loco features TMCC and Rail sounds. Loco is
C8 with some run time, however two very small spots of rust on the frame.. OB has very light corner wear and marking
sticker.

324 Lionel modern O gauge 28886 Santa Fe GP-38 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features horn and dual can motors. Loco is
C8 with run time. OB has one small rip in end flap.

325 K Line and Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Twelve cars total. K Line cars include two 64770 Rio Grande
boxcars, 6417 Southern Pacific boxca, 634501 Santa Fe tank car, 6243 Bakers hopper, 90010 Santa Fe reefer, 6438
Reading boxcar, and 21629 Chesapeake and Ohio reefer. Lionel cars include 15030 Santa Fe reefer without box,
Pennsylvania 6464 boxcar with skinned off label, 9135 Norfolk and Western hopper, and 9128 Heinz pickle car. Cars are
C7 to C8+. OBs have some light wear.

326 Lionel modern O Gauge Baltimore and Ohio F3 A-B-B-A set. Includes 8363 powered A, 8364 dummy A , and two 8468 B
units missing one OB. Locos are C7 area with run time and some light chipping in the nose decals. OBs have shelf wear
but have all flaps.

327 Lionel modern O gauge 8359 Chessie GP-7 anniversary locomotives in OBs. Locos are C7-8 with run time. Both OBs
have shelf wear, one OB missing an end flap.

328 Lionel modern O gauge Canadian Pacific F3 A-B-A diesel locos in OBs. Unit are 8365 powered, 8469 B Unit, and 8366
dummy. Locos are C8 with run time. Nice nose decals. However one small heat impression in the dummy A unit roof. Not
melted but depressed. OBs have some light shelf wear.

329 MTH modern O gauge Baltimore and Ohio MT2050-LP and MT-2058L F3 A-B-A diesel locomotive set in OBs. Loco
features Protosound, Protocouplers, and much more. Locos are C8 with run time. B unit box has light sticker residue on
one end.

330 Lionel modern O gauge Boston and Maine diesel locomotives. Includes 8654 GP-9 without box C8 and 18918 NW-2
switcher C7-8 light rust on rivet heads on walk way. OB has some shelf wear.

331 Lionel modern O gauge Rio Grande F-3 A-B-A set. Includes 8464 powered A, 8465 dummy A, and 8474 dummy B. One
OB for 8465 unit with missing window and some rips forming. Locos are C7 area with some light areas of dirt and run
time on the locos.

332 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotives. Includes 1776 Norfolk and Western loco with no box and 8357 Pennsylvania
GP-9 with rough OB and inserts. Locos are C7 with a few light spots of frame rust.

333 MTH Railking modern O Gauge Union Pacific Challenger in OB. Catalog number is RK-1107. Loco features Protosound,
Protosmoke, and more. OB has corner and edge wear. Loco is C8 with run time.

334 Williams by Bachmann modern O gauge 41901 New Haven EP-5 rectifier electric locomotive factory sealed in the master
carton C10.
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335 Williams by Bachmann modern O gauge 21209 GP-38 diesel locomotive factory sealed in the master carton C10.
336 Railking O Gauge F3 A-B-B-A set in OBs. Road name is Rio Grande and catalog numbers are 30-2184-1 and 31-2184-3.
Locos feature Protosound, Protocouplers, electronic reverse and more. Locos are C8 with some run time. OBs are in good
condition with some very light edge wear.

337 MTH Railking modern O gauge Rio Grande passenger cars in OBs. Eight cars include 30-6139 B,C,D and E, 6140 coach,
6151 vista dome, and 6150 combo and diner set. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have some light corner wear.

338 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate lamp post sets in OBs. Eight sets include four 10-1095 No. 67 and four 10-1108
No.63 One broken bulb noted. OBs have various degrees of wear, a few small rips. Generally C8.

339 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate MT-1022 Apple Green 408E electric locomotive in OB. Loco has some run time but
is otherwise C8 condition. OB has some very light corner wear.

340 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate accessories in OBs. Included is a 1044 No. 92 floodlight set and two 1043 No. 94
high tension tower sets with some yellowing of the insulators. Items otherwise are C8. OBs have wear at corners and edges
and some light ink loss. \

341 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate Tinplate Traditions 10-1016 reproduction Lionel 300 Hellgate bridge in original box.
Bridge was only unwrapped for photos C9-10.

342 MTH modern G scale Lionel Corporation 70-75030 Dealer Appreciation hopper in OB. C9-10. OB has some very light
corner and edge wear.

343 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate Ives 3236R electric locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound 2.0, DCS control,
and more. Loco is C8-9 with very light run time.

344 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate signals and lamps. Includes two 10-1046 No. 79 highway signals, four 10-1048 No.
99N train control block signals, and two MT-1019 No. 54 lamp sets. Items are C8 to C10. Very light if any use on most of
these.

345 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1070 number 116 passenger station in OB. Station is still factory wrapped C10.
346 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 155 red and cream early freight shed in OB. C8-9 with no major signs of use.
347 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1069 No. 441 weigh scale. Scale opened for inspection, but appears unused C9
-10.

348 MTH modern tinplate reproduction 840 green and cream power station in OB. Power station has MTH lettering on smoke
stacks Lionel lettering is also included. Station is C7-8, with some dust and light dirt on the paint. Should easily clean to
C8

349 Lionel Classics modern tinplate Blue Comet set in OBs. Includes 13103 1-400-E Blue Comet steam loco and tender with
13409 1420 Faye passenger still factory wrapped, 13410 1421 Westphal passenger still factory wrapped, and13411 1422
Tempel observation with incredibly light run time. Loco is also C8-9 with very faint signs of run time. OBs are nice and
clean, loco box has one small rip forming in one end.

350 Lionel Classics modern standard gauge reproduction two-tone green State set including; 13102 electric 381E loco which is
C8-9 with run time, 13404 California 1412 Pullman still factory wrapped in OB, 13405 Colorado 1413 Pullman, 13407
Illinois 1414 Pullman and a 13406 New York 1416 observation car, which has a small factory paint blemish on the roof
vent. It appears that someone got a small dab of dark green roof paint on the light green area of the roof. All cars except
California are C8 with light run time. Loco box has three inch rip in one flap, otherwise all OBs have some light wear.
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351 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars. Seventeen loose cars include 36261 Pennsylvania boxcar, 26023 Union Pacific
boxcar, 9205 Norfolk and Western boxcar, 24876 Reading gondola with covers, 26327, 26397, and two 26609 New York
Central gondolas with loads, two 9215 Norfolk and Western boxcars, 26620 RailGon gondola, 25014 Pennsylvania boxcar,
MTH New York Central flat with Santa Fe trailer, 9374 Reading hopper, 6420 Reading transfer caboose, 17887 Conrail
flat with trailer (trailer mount partially broken), and 9135 Norfolk and Western hopper with loose trucks. Cars are C7 to
C8.

352 Lionel modern O Gauge 11905 US Coast Guard set in OB. Set is open but unused C9-10 complete.
353 Postwar American Flyer S gauge tank cars, missing steps, otherwise C5-6. 912 Kopper’s Chemicals, two 24309 Gulf
tanks, and three 925 Gulf tanks. One 925 is missing a dome and has a repair to tank, sold as is with no returns.

354 Aristo Craft Trains G scale REA 22001 New York Central Alco FA-1 diesel loco in OB. Loco is C7-8 with loose
windshields and some run time. OB has some corner wear.

355 Lionel modern O gauge 14180 Baltimore and Ohio tug boat in the OB. Boat appears unused C9-10.
356 Lionel prewar standard gauge 380 electric locomotive. Loco has been rewheeled and rewired. Otherwise C6, some rust on
one side of the frame, also some light paint loss on body. Sold as is shown in the photos.

357 Postwar Lionel O gauge type ZW 275 watts transformer in original box with bottom insert, and supple original cord, C6.
358 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1076 No. 220 searchlight car in OB. Car is C8 with light run time. OB has some
light corner wear.

359 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate No. 438 signal tower. Catalog number is 10-1049. Tower is C9-10. OB has some
light corner wear.

360 T Reproductions modern standard gauge / tinplate reproduction 444 roundhouse section in OB. Section is C7 with some
small areas of scratching on the tin and some light dirt.

361 T Reproductions modern standard gauge / tinplate reproduction 220 turn table in OB. C7 with some dirt and light wear to
the tin. Some light corrosion starting to form on the top of the tin rails.

362 T Reproductions modern standard gauge / tinplate reproduction 444 roundhouse section in OB. Section is C7 with some
small areas of scratching on the tin and some dirt and spotting.

363 American Flyer prewar 3/16 scale passenger cars. Includes 521 Pullman, 492 baggage, 495 coach, 496 Pullman with OB,
and 497 observation. All cars except 521 have one or both link couplers broken. Cars are generally C6.

364 Lionel modern O gauge 18302 Great Northern EP-5 electric loco in OB. Loco is C7 with some cracking in decals and some
light flash rust on the pantographs.

365 LGB modern G scale passenger and freight cars in OBs. Four cars include 4026 Becks reefer, 3007AC 25th anniversary
passenger car, 3007CC 1990 passenger car, and 3150 1985 passenger car.Cars are generally C7 with a few missing detail
parts from roofs. OBs have some light wear.

366 MTH modern O gauge RealTrax. Fifty five sections includes 32 0-31 curves, 15 10 inch straight sections, and 8 0-54
curves. Track is C9-10.

367 MTH Railking modern O gauge operating gas stations in OBs. Includes 30-9113 Citgo and 30-9101 Sinclair. Items are C9
-10. OBs have some light shelf wear.

368 MTH modern O gauge Dealer Appreciation Special freight cars, PCC car, and passenger cars in OBs. Included is 80001C
Union Pacific caboose, three 80002D Christmas boxcar, 80002H PCC car with Protosound, 80001e Christmas boxcar,
80002C Santa Fe caboose, 80004G Christmas boxcar, 80002G-a and 80002G-b Canadian Pacific aluminum passenger
coaches. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear.
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369 3rd Rail modern O gauge brass three rail Union Pacific 2-8-0 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C7-8 with run time,
however window inserts in cab are loose but included. See photos for best description.

370 Lionel modern O Gauge Pennsylvania GG-1 in OB. Loco is catalog number 18313 and features TMCC, dual Pullmor
motors and more. Loco is factory wrapped C9-10

371 Lionel modern O gauge 30173 Santa Fe flyer set with track and transformer in OB. Set is C8+ with light run time, but
appears complete. OB has some slight wear.

372 Williams modern O gauge Southern Pacific aluminum passenger car set in OBs. Includes 2612 five car set, 2612-C combo
car, and 2612-D diner. Cars are C8-9 with very light run time. OBs have some wear. See photos for best description.

373 LGB modern G scale transformer loads in OBs. Seven loads include four 69580 Trafo Union and three 41580B01 Trafo
Union. C8.

374 Lionel modern O gauge 18653 Boston and Albany steam loco with whistle, smoke and headlight. OB has corner wear and
stickers. Loco is C8 with run time

375 Industrial Rail modern O gauge Southern Pacific hoppers. Six 1006005-1 cars are C8.
376 Lionel modern G scale 85107 Great Northern steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some corner and
edge wear.

377 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 6117 Erie operating hopper, 29231 animated
Halloween car, 26854 Union Pacific operating brakeman car, 19510 Pennsylvania stock car, 9475 Delaware and Hudson
boxcar, 27823 Bio Weed tank car, 19411 Nickel Plate flat with Sears trailer, 17223 Milwaukee Road boxcar, 29232 Lenny
the Lion boxcar, and 39473 Play Dough vat. Cars are C8 to C10. Four OBs have some light sun fading.

378 Lionel modern O gauge Disney and Warner Brothers cars in OBs. Seven cars include 16754 Porky Pig and Martians car,
16752 Marvin missile launching flat, 19245 Mickeys World boxcar, 19246 Disneyworld 20th Anniversary boxcar, 19261
Perils of Mickey boxcar, 19262 Perils of Mickey II boxcar, and 36782 Pete and Goofy jumping boxcar. Cars are C8 to
C10.

379 Lionel modern O gauge Pullman heavyweight passenger cars in OBs. Three cars include 19058, 19057, and 19068 Willow
Valley. Cars are C9-10 with no major signs of run time. OBs do have some sun fading on ends and one small rip in 19058.

380 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16683 elephant car, 9133 Burlington Northern flat with
trailers, 0781 LRRC flat with vans, 16742 Gil Finn aquarium car, 9308 aquarium car, 16510 New Haven caboose, 16652
radar car, and 9268 Northern Pacific caboose. Cars are C7-8. OBs have shelf wear and a few price stickers.

381 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 24573 2383C Santa Fe F-3 dummy B unit in OB. Unit does feature
TMCC with backup light and Electrocouplers. Unit is C9-10.

382 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars and motorized unit in OB. Included is 29294 Hellgate boxcar, 17296 Chesapeake and
Ohio PS-1 boxcar, 27244 Great Northern boxcar, 16441 New York Central hopper, 36823 Halloween spooky smoke
boxcar, 16784 Pratt’s Hollow seed car, conventional classics modern 2445 Pullman coach, 27816 Rio Grande flat, and
18436 motorized Dodge Ram. Items are C8 to C10. Three OBs have some light sun fading on ends.

383 Lionel modern O gauge freight sets in OBs. 17246 New York Central four car freight pack. Set box has been opened. Cars
look to have been displayed C8-9. Inner boxes have some sun fading and set box has a few small rips and sun fading.

384 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Includes 12915 164 log loader, 12847 icing station, 14221 Witches Cauldron,
eighteen 12795 cable reel sets, and sixteen 12740 log sets, C9-10.

385 Lionel modern O gauge 12911 TMCC command base. Base appears unused C9-10.
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386 Lionel modern O Gauge Western Maryland 18023 steam Shay locomotive in OB. Loco features Railsounds, smoke,
firebox glow and much more. Loco is unrun C9-10, however the locomotive shell casting has started to gas lightly with
some pin size paint bubbles forming and some very small paint chips peppering just above the valve gear. OB has some
light damage to one corner.

387 Lionel modern O Gauge 18140 Milwaukee Road F3 A and B units in OBs. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler and more. Also included is 14562 dummy A with TMCC, Electrocouplers and directional lighting. Locos
are C8 with run time. OBs have some very light corner wear.

388 Lionel 18219 Chicago and North Western Dash 8 factory sealed in OB. Loco features Railsounds, dual motors, and much
more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB still has most of the factory plastic intact. One very small dent in one end.

389 Lionel modern O gauge 39105 Milwaukee Road Hiawatha Station Sounds passenger car. Car features sound, TMCC
control and more. Car is C8 with run time.

390 Postwar Lionel type ZW 250 watts transformer with original cord, cracking, otherwise C6.
391 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 92 floodlight tower in original box. Rust on tower, platform, searchlights, etc. Great
restoration candidate. Box has two missing flaps, square and solid. Sold as is shown in photos with no returns.

392 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 220 searchlight with terra cotta base on black frame with brass lights, brass trim, and copper
journals. Train has rust on one side of car. Great restoration candidate. Box has stains and rippled flaps. Box is fairly
square and solid. Sold as is shown in photos with no returns.

393 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 124 illuminated station in original box. Station has rust on front of base and lower portion of
front building wall. Station otherwise looks C6. Excellent restoration candidate. Box was opened at bottom and has wear
to flap folds, none missing. Box is very square and solid. Very nice looking label. Sold as is shown in our photos with no
returns.

394 Postwar Lionel O gauge, three small binders of Service Manual pages. Nice very usable condition. Couple hundred pages.
395 Postwar Lionel 2037 steam locomotive with unnumbered tender. Loco and tender have been repainted, C6-7.
396 Postwar Lionel O gauge cabooses in original boxes, two 6417 (one is Lionel Lines), 6257 SP type, 6357 SP type, and 6437
Pennsylvania porthole caboose. 6257 has a very tiny hairline at a step corner, a little bit of surface rust on some wheels.
Trains should clean and polish C6-7, 6437 is unrun. Boxes have some tape, some tears, some missing flaps, etc. Boxes are
square and solid.

397 Postwar American Flyer Gilbert HO gauge 32654 Rectifier with insert and original instructions sheet, C9-10. Box looks
C8-9.

398 Postwar Lionel type 275 watts transformer with supple original cord, C7. *
399 Prewar Lionel O gauge 2025 steam locomotive and 6466W whistle tender. Loco has repainted boiler front, touchups,
dinged/repaired cab corner, tender has chipped shell. Trains look C6, sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

400 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6119 work cabooses, should clean and polish C6 to C8 area. 6119-25 orange x2, 6119-50 brown,
and 6119-75 gray, 6119-100 red and gray, Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western.

401 Prewar Lionel O gauge steam locos and freight car shells, chassis, and some truck assemblies. One loco with no number
plates, 2026, 2682, 2654, 804, 2677. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

402 Postwar Lionel O gauge diecast steam locomotive shells, some repainted. 736, 2020, 681, 671, 681, one with no numbers.
Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

403 Prewar and postwar Lionel O gauge diecast steam locomotive shells, 1688E, 1656, 221, 1688, 1655, 1654, 1664. Sold as is
shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.
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404 Prewar and postwar? diecast steam locomotive shells, 1120, 1110, and four repainted. Sold as is shown in our photos with
no returns. One of many parts lots.

405 Postwar Lionel O gauge motorized unit chassis, 219A, 2023A, 2023A, 205A, 2023A, 2023A, 1055A and four unnumbered
A Alco A units, 53, 3927, 5511, 3927. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

406 Postwar and Modern era reproduction Lionel O gauge diesel locomotive shells, 2356A, 2373A, 2338, and 2350 original
postwar shells. Three undecorated modern era reproduction F3a diesel shells, and a blue mold undecorated modern era
reproduction FM Trainmaster shell. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

407 Postwar Lionel O gauge EMD F3a diesel locomotive shells, three 2383 Santa Fe, two 2333 Santa Fe, and two 2344 NYC.
Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

408 Prewar Lionel O gauge 258 steam loco, 257T tender, 259E steam loco, unnumbered Lionel Lines whistle tender, 1689E
steam loco in gray, 1689T tender in gray, 1666 steam loco, 1689T tender. Trains generally look C6 but: bent cab corner,
varying rust, missing/broken trim, repainting, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

409 Prewar Lionel O gauge steam locomotives and tenders, some are repainted, some need cleaned, some varying rust, some
missing trim, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. 1666E steam loco in gray, 2689TX tender in gray, 224
steam loco, 229 steam loco, 1684 steam loco, unnumbered whistle tender, 2224W whistle tender, and 1689T tender.

410 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2240 Wabash F3 A-B diesel locomotives in the restoration process. May or may not be complete.
Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

411 Postwar Lionel O gauge diesel F3a units, dual motor powered unit with horn, and dummy unit. Sold as is shown in our
photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

412 Postwar Lionel O gauge diesel locomotive motors, tags state: “Alco, FM, Alco, GP, 2343-44, 2333”. Ten complete
motors, and some other parts. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

413 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight car shells, chassis, other parts. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of
many parts lots.

414 Postwar Lionel O gauge lot of pieces and parts for items such as: 132, 415, 3472, 3462P, 397, 153, 140, and more. Sold as
is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

415 Postwar Lionel O gauge motor armatures and fields, some are NOS, most are very clean used, some may be just parts.
Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots. Many are identified. Great lot for the restorer. 50
+/- armatures, six fields.

416 Postwar and prewar? Lionel O gauge E-units, pieces and parts, couple whole. Six reproduction pickups with double
rollers.

Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

417 Postwar Lionel O gauge diesel locomotive frames, motors, truck assemblies, pieces, and parts. Sold as is shown in our
photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

418 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessory pieces/parts, 5x6x9 box of logs/dowel rods; cigar box half full of wooden barrels;
orange and gray cable reels, some have wire, some have solder, some are chipped; reproduction gray plastic pipes; six 2411
pipes, second cigar box 1/3-1/2 full of various small wooden barrels, one No. 0209 six small wooden barrels in OB. Sold
as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

419 Postwar Marx, Kusan, KMT, and possibly other, O gauge truck assemblies with wheels and couplers, wheels, couplers.
Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

420 Postwar/prewar Lionel O gauge steam locomotive steam chests/pilots some with cow catchers. 675-8, 675-8, 1615-56,
736, other unnumbered. Some appear to be NOS and some are labeled and such. Sold as is shown in our photos with no
returns. One of many parts lots.
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421 Prewar American Flyer and Lionel O gauge freight and tender truck assemblies with wheels and couplers, wheels,
couplers, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots. One pair of truck assemblies are
identified as 2263W Vanderbilt tender.

422 Postwar and prewar Lionel O gauge freight cars, passenger cars, and tenders, pickup plates and rollers, frames, some with
couplers, passenger car pickup plate frames 2532-30, 490-7 coupler drawbar, 492-1 truck assemblies, box of wheels, etc.
Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

423 Postwar Lionel O gauge truck assemblies, some with couplers, some with pickup rollers, most are plastic framed, 6-8
trailing trucks?, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

424 Postwar Lionel O gauge truck assemblies, identified as 027 passenger cars and bay window cabooses. Sold as is shown in
our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

425 Postwar Lionel O gauge bar end and staple end truck assemblies, some with couplers, some with slide shoes, some with
illumination wires, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

426 Postwar Lionel O gauge Alco diesel A unit powered chassis, frames, truck assemblies, twelve MPC era plastic freight car
truck assemblies, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

427 Postwar Lionel O gauge 160 bins, long, short, mottled brown and black. A couple MPC era, a few are chipped, etc. sixtyfive total. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

428 Postwar Lionel O gauge switches parts and pieces. Backing plates, covers, controller housings, eight nicely rewired double
throw switch controllers, etc. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

429 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessory parts and pieces. 3656-9 OB empty, 145C, UTC, CTC, 364C, 154C, LTC, lots of other
parts. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. One of many parts lots.

430 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2343 Santa Fe A-B-A set. Includes 2343P with box, no inserts, all flaps attached. 2343T dummy
unit, and 2343C B unit with worn box missing all end flaps. Trains are C6 area. 2343P is C6-7 with better paints and only
some light chipping on the nose decal. Some light battery damage to the inside of the frame.

431 Lionel Postwar O gauge aluminum Lionel Lines passenger cars. Five cars include 2530 small door baggage car, 2532
Silver Range vista dome, two 2533 Silver Cloud coaches, and 2531 Silver Dawn observation. Cars are C6+ with light paint
wear to the vestibule ends and some light scratching on the bodies and wear to name plates.

432 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2343 Santa Fe F3 A-A set. Includes 2343P with OB with all flaps. Powered unit is C5-6 with
battery damage and a three inch area of paint wear on the roof. 2343T is C6-7 with some scratching of the silver, but clean
nose an lightly cracked decal. Also included is an 2343C box missing one end flap and both inner flaps.

433 Lionel Postwar O gauge aluminum Lionel Lines passenger cars in OBs. Includes 2531 Silver Dawn observation, OB has
tape repairs to one end and missing two inner flaps. 2532 Silver Range astra dome, OB has all flaps, one small rip in end
flap. 2533 Silver Cloud coach, OB missing one end flap, and all inner flaps. All three OBs include inserts and one sheet of
original wrap. Cars are lower C7 with some light wear, coach has some fading of the name plates. One Astra dome
vestibule has some small areas of black paint.

434 Lionel modern O gauge Milwaukee Road Hiawatha aluminum passenger car four pack in OBs. Catalog number is 19184.
Cars are C8 with some run time.

435 Lionel modern O gauge 15311 California Zephyr aluminum four car passenger set in OB. Includes baggage, two vista
domes, and observation car. Cars are C8 with run time.

436 Lionel modern O gauge 27219 Great Northern boxcar in OB. C8. OB has some light shelf wear.
437 Lionel modern O gauge 624058 / 52225 pewter Monopoly steam locomotive in OB. Loco feature smoke, Railsounds, and
more. Loco is C8+ with very light run time.
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438 Lionel modern O gauge Monopoly freight cars in OBs. Eight cars include 52160 water works tank car, 52161 Reading
caboose, 52159 electric company transformer car, 52184 free parking flat with autos, 52183 Jail stockade car, 52182
Monopoly railroads boxcar, 52158 income tax mint car, and 52185 Chance gondola. Cars are C8-9 with very light run
time.

439 Lionel modern O gauge Chessie Steam special passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include 9586 dining car, 9584 coach, 9583
coach, 9581 baggage car, 9582 combo car, and 9585 observation car. Cars are C7-8 with run time. OBs have some shelf
wear.

440 Gargraves modern O gauge curved sections of Phantom track in OB. Includes eight sections of 072, twelve sections of 096,
and twelve sections of 089. Track is C9-10.

441 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Includes 7473 Indiana University train of champions reefer, 9876 Vermont
Milk reefer, 9783 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, 9134 Virginian hopper, 9435 LCCA Central of Georgia boxcar, 9402
Susquehanna boxcar, 9866 Coors reefer, 6438 Great Northern caboose, 9728 LCCA Union Pacific stock car, and 16102
Southern tank car. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light shelf wear.

442 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16330 MKT flat with trailer, 16701 Southern tool car,
16127 Mobil tank car, 19295 New Haven boxcar, 29203 Maine Central boxcar, 19279 Central of Georgia boxcar, 19277
Rutland boxcar, 16394 Central Vermont flat with stakes, 16417 Wabash hopper, and 19289 Monon boxcar. Cars are
generally C8. OBs have some very light shelf wear.

443 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars. Eight cars include 9329 Chessie crane, 9818 Western Maryland reefer, 9344 Citgo
tank car, 9777 Virginian boxcar, 9175 Virginian caboose, 9742 M&StL boxcar with writing on end of box, 9216 Great
Northern auto carrier missing car, and 16275 Radio Flyer boxcar missing OB. Cars are generally C8.

444 Lionel modern O gauge Chessie System locomotives in OBs. Includes 8061 U36C, 8463 GP-20, and 8650 dummy U36B.
Locos are C8 with run time. 8061 is C8+ with very light run time. OBs have some light shelf wear,

445 Modern O gauge items including 24 inch display case, Lionel Monopoly board game. Seven die cast items including
delivery truck, plant maintenance truck, oil truck, hardware and hobby truck, New York Central pickup truck, hospital
truck, and two truck. Also included is small ceramic Christmas train. Lot sold as is.

446 MTH Railking modern O gauge 2168-1 Chesapeake and Ohio NW-2 switcher in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protocouplers, and much more. Also included is 2168-3 dummy calf. Units are C8 to C9 on the calf unit. OBs have some
light wear. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not
affected the decorations of the trains. One loco box appears to have been signed by Mike Wolf?

447 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2134-1 and 30-2134-3 Chesapeake and Ohio Doodlebugs in OBs powered unit has
ProtoSound, C8. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has
not affected the decorations of the trains.

448 Weaver modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include three U1102 Baltimore and Ohio coal hoppers, two U1129
Dow Chemical tank cars, Baltimore and Ohio bulkhead flat, U2711 Norfolk and Western bulk head flat, 24016 GM&O
boxcar, U2311 Louisville and Nashville hopper, and 10197 DT&! hopper. Cars are C7-8, a few small loose or broken
detail parts noticed. OBs have shelf wear. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light
smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

449 Weaver modern O gauge RS-3 diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 5509 Southern and 5505 Norfolk and Western. Locos
include handrails and detail parts in OBs. Locos are C8. OBs have some corner and edge wear. Items have come from a
smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

450 Williams modern O gauge FA1004 Louisville and Nashville Alco FA A-A set in OB. One powered and one dummy unit
feature horn and can motors. Locos are C7+, with run time but missing windshields. Items have come from a smoking
household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.
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451 Williams modern O gauge FA1007 Pennsylvania Alco FA A-A set in OB. One powered and one dummy unit feature horn
and can motors. Locos are C7+, with run time but missing two windshields. Items have come from a smoking household.
Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

452 Weaver modern O gauge 5410 Pennsylvania K-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke, electronic reverse,
constant voltage headlight, brass construction and more. Loco is C8 with some run time. OB has some dust and shelf wear.
Inner carton has some damage and discoloration. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a
light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

453 MTH Railking modern O gauge Rio Grande Southern galloping goose in OB. Catalog number is 30-2154-1. Features
Protosound and more. C8 with run time. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light
smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

454 Williams modern O gauge New York Central F-7 A-B-A set in OBs. Includes 944010 A-A set and 944014 dummy B unit.
Powered A unit features horn. Locos are C8 with run time. OBs have some shelf wear, dust and small rips. Items have
come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of
the trains.

455 Williams modern O gauge GP01H Baltimore and Ohio GP-9 pair in OBs. Powered unit features horn and dual can motors.
Locos are C7-8 with dust. OB has some tape repairs and wear. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and
trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

456 Williams modern O gauge New York Central AC203H Alco PA A-B-A set in OBs. Locos are C7+ with some shelf dust
and one notable paint chip on the roof of the dummy A. Locos feature horn and dual motors. OB has a few rips and tape
repair. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected
the decorations of the trains.

457 Williams modern O gauge Pennsylvania EP-5 pair in OBs. Catalog number is EP202S. One loco features sound. Locos are
C8 with run time and shelf dust. Pantographs included in OBs. OB has a few rips and dust, Items have come from a
smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

458 Williams modern O gauge Pennsylvania Baldwin shark nose set in OBs. Catalog number is SN2004. Powered loco features
can motors and horn. Locos are C8-9 with very light run time. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and
trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

459 Weaver modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include U3107 Heinz 57 refrigerator, Pennsylvania PS-2 hopper,
U2703 Pennsylvania flat, U3106 New York Central refrigerator, U2109 Chesapeake and Ohio boxcar, 1129 Dow tank car,
U4101 Pennsylvania flat with pipes, two U1102 Baltimore and Ohio hoppers, and U3505 Louisville and Nashville boxcar.
Cars are C7-8, a few small loose or broken detail parts noticed. OBs have shelf wear. Items have come from a smoking
household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

460 Weaver modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include three Pennsylvania PS-2 hoppers, U2123 Bangor and
Aroostook State of Maine boxcar, 3083 New York Central PS-1 boxcar, U3504 Pennsylvania boxcar, U2305 New York
Central hopper, U2916 Chesapeake and Ohio caboose, U2311 Louisville and Nashville hopper, and 201232 New York
Central caboose. Cars are C7-8, a few small loose or broken detail parts noticed. OBs have shelf wear and a few
rips and some light warping. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light
smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

461 K Line modern O gauge freight cars and cabooses in OBs. Eight cars include two 612-1091 Baltimore and Ohio cabooses,
623-1893 Pennsylvania hopper, 616-1091 Baltimore and Ohio caboose, K7609 Nickel Plate reefer, 712-1891 operating
Pennsylvania dump car, 612-1891 Pennsylvania caboose, and 615-1891 Pennsylvania caboose. Cars are generally C8. OBs
have some light wear. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this
has not affected the decorations of the trains.

462 MTH modern O gauge MT-2133LP Pennsylvania Baldwin AS-616 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time and some shelf dust. OB has some light corner wear. Items have
come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of
the trains.
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463 Williams modern O gauge Southern F-7 A-B-A with one powered and two dummy units. C8 with run time. Items have
come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of
the trains.

464 Pecos River modern O gauge double door boxcars in OBs. Six cars include 0109-1 Santa Fe, 0106-2 Burlington, 0114-3
Nickel Plate 0104-1 New York Central, 0105-1 Southern, and 0117-4 MKT. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some dust
and light warping. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has
not affected the decorations of the trains.

465 Atlas modern O gauge reefers and cabooses in OBs. Four cars include two 8044-1 and -2 Kahn’s reefers, 8041-1 Columbus
packing reefer, and 6602-1 Chesapeake and Ohio caboose. Cars are C8 with run time. Items have come from a smoking
household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

466 Weaver modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include U2916 Chesapeake and Ohio caboose, three U3504
Pennsylvania boxcars, 3081 New York Central boxcar, two U3905 Norfolk and Western hoppers, 3078 Chicago and
Northwestern boxcar, U2918 Pennsylvania caboose, and 4081 New York Central flat. Cars are C7-8, a few small loose
or broken detail parts noticed. OBs have shelf wear and a few rips and some warping. Items have come from a
smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of
the trains.

467 Lionel modern O gauge cabooses and flat car in OBs. Includes two 17647 Baltimore and Ohio I-12 cabooses, 17678
Baltimore and Ohio I-12 caboose, 17577 Baltimore and Ohio PS-4 flat, two 26528 Pennsylvania cabooses, and 16538
Louisville and Nashville caboose missing insert. Cars are C7 to better C8 on the I-12 cabooses. OBs have some light wear,
16538 OB has sun fading. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but
this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

468 Weaver modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 1105 GM&O woodchip car, 1002 Louisville and Nashville
woodchip car, U1513 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, U2901 Pennsylvania caboose, Baltimore and Ohio PS-1 boxcar, U1111
Chesapeake and Ohio hopper,U2311 Louisville and Nashville hopper, two U2102 Chesapeake and Ohio boxcars, and
U2907 Norfolk and Western caboose. Cars are C7-8, a few small loose or broken detail parts noticed. OBs have
shelf wear and a few rips and some light warping. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and
trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

469 Lionel modern O gauge 21855 Atlantic and Pacific milk car three pack in OB. Cars are C9-10. OB has some light dust and
wear on one corner. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes will have a light smoke odor, but this has not
affected the decorations of the trains.

470 MTH and Railking modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 7949 Pennsylvania crane tender, 7937
Pennsylvania searchlight car, 2124 Pennsylvania rotary plow, 7891 Top Hat Beer reefer, 7300 Pennsylvania tank car, 7932
Pennsylvania crane, 91014 Pennsylvania N-8 caboose, 98219 New York Central snow plow, 98225 Baltimore and Ohio
Jordan spreader, and 98007 Delaware and Hudson gondola. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some light wear. Items have come
from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the
trains.

471 MTH modern O gauge 20-3042-1 Chesapeake and Ohio M-1 turbine in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke,
Protocoupler, and more. Loco is C7-8 with a few very small spots / paint chips by the corner of the coal bunker and some
light dirt on the loco. OB has light wear and one small rip. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains
will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

472 Williams modern O gauge 85101 72’ foot plastic five car Baltimore and Ohio streamlined passenger set in OB. C7-8 with
heavy run time, but nice clean bodies. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light
smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.
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473 Modern O gauge freight cars from various manufactures. Eleven cars include Atlas 6212 Norfolk and Western gondola,
6213 Pennsylvania gondola, RIght of Way Pennsylvania flat with tractors, Intermountain 25139HR Santa Fe boxcar,
Weaver 1602 Chesapeake and Ohio PS-2 hopper, 2069 DT&I hopper, 1611 Norfolk and Western hopper, 2090
Chesapeake and Ohio hopper, 1620 Louisville and Nashville hopper, 1602 Chesapeake and Ohio hopper, and 2079 DT&I
hopper. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have wear and some staining. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and
trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

474 Modern O gauge kit cars and more in OBs. Include Ambroid NKP O-10 caboose, Red Caboose Nickel Plate flat, K Line
7404 Pennsylvania caboose, 7902 Western Maryland boxcar, Intermountain New York Central boxcar, two Louisville and
Nashville hopper kits, All Nation C&O caboose missing trucks, and Old Pullman 7341 Monon boxcar. Kits are C8 to C10.
Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the
decorations of the trains.

475 Group of three railroad lanterns. Most interesting is a red globe Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton lantern. Appears to have
a partial replacement top, but includes burner and top is embossed Loco and CH&D Ry. Lantern body is rusty. Other
lanterns include Dressel NYC embossed body lantern with CPR clear globe, and Dietz CCC& St L. Ry. embossed body
with NYC Lines globe. See photos for best description.

476 Three railroad long spout oil cans. No markings. One lid missing. See photos for best description. Sold as is.
477 Pair of Dressel switch lanterns with day targets. Both have been electrified. Lanterns need cleaned but in good condition
overall. No broken lenses or major wear to targets. See photos for best description.

478 Neat Pennsylvania cast-iron whistle sign, repainted. Very large and heavy, will be more costly to ship.
479 Custom modern O gauge Baltimore and Ohio 2-6-6-2 steam locomotive. Loco is plastic bodies and was custom built by
Adirondack Car & Foundry. Loco is missing one running board and has loose boiler front. Loco is C6-7. See photos for
best description. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has
not affected the decorations of the trains.

480 Lionel modern O gauge 18018 Southern 2-8-2 Mikado steam loco and tender in OB. Loco features Railsounds, smoke, and
more. Loco is C8-9 with very light run time. Loco tender truck frame has some light chipping on the underside. OB has
some wear and small rips. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but
this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

481 Weaver modern O gauge brass 3 rail 1138 Pennsylvania L-1S 2-8-2 loco and tender in OB. Loco features smoke constant
voltage headlight, brass construction and more. Loco has had QSI sound added, but tender shell is loose from body and
appears to be missing the power board from the sound set. I would assume that the loco is going to need some electronics
work before it runs. Loco is otherwise very nice C8+ with no major signs of run time. OB has some shelf wear. Items have
come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of
the trains.

482 Williams modern O gauge 780176 / SN01SM Baltimore and Ohio Sharknose deluxe passenger set in OBs. Includes
Baldwin Sharknose A-A set and four scale Madison heavyweight cars. Trains are C7-8 with a heavy layer of shelf dust. Set
box has some rips and wear, but inner boxes are better. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will
have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

483 Williams modern O gauge SM225 Tuscan Pennsylvania 72’ foot Madison 4-car set in OBs. Set is C8 with run time Set
box has some rips and wear, but inner boxes are better. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will
have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

484 Williams modern O gauge Norfolk and Western A class 2-6-6-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco has had gear box
modifications by Frank Timko, QS-3000 sound, and MTH aux tender tether added. A few cab figures and small painted
details also added. Tender shell is loose, but loco ran forward, neutral, reverse on test track with sound. Loco has a few
small paint chips. C7. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this
has not affected the decorations of the trains.
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485 MTH modern O gauge MT-2123LP Monon BL-2 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is cab number 36. Loco features
Protosound, Protocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time and shelf dust. Items have come from a smoking
household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

486 3rd Rail modern O gauge Pennsylvania USRA brass caboose in OB. Caboose body looks C8 with shelf dust, however
truck screw has sheared and will need replaced. OB has some light moisture damage and fading. Items have come from a
smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

487 MTH modern O gauge New York Central 70 foot streamlined passenger cars in OBs. Seven cars total. Includes 20-6554
five car set and 20-6554 sleeper / diner add on set. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have some light wear and dust. Items
have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the
decorations of the trains.

488 MTH modern O gauge Premier Chesapeake and Ohio 2-6-6-6 Allegheny in OB. Loco features Protosounds, Protosmoke
and Protocoupler. Loco is C7-8 with run time, shelf dust, and some light paint chipping at the underside corner of the cab
roof. OB has some light wear and dust. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light
smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

489 MTH modern O Gauge Chesapeake and Ohio 4-8-4 Greenbriar steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 20-3035-1.
Loco features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocouplers and more. Loco is C7-8 condition, with shelf dust and run time.
Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a lsmoke odor, but this has not affected the
decorations of the trains.

490 Williams modern O Gauge Lackawanna FM Trainmaster A-A set with sound. Catalog number FM204S. Locos are C7-8,
with run time and shelf dust. Some light spots on one shell that will clean. One inner OB missing, set box has wear and one
rip. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected
the decorations of the trains.

491 Williams modern O gauge NW108 New York Central NW-2 switcher in OB. Switcher is C8 with run time. OB has some
corner wear and shelf dust. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but
this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

492 MTH modern O gauge 20-6514 Norfolk and Western 5 car passenger set and 20-6614 Sleeper and Diner add on set both
in OBs. Also included is 68061 RPO car with lightly water damaged OB. Cars are C8 with very light run time. OBs have
some wear, dust, and price stickers. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke
odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

493 MTH modern O gauge 20-6613 Baltimore and Ohio 70 foot scale streamlined sleeper/diner set and 20-6513 Baltimore and
Ohio 70 foot scale streamlined passenger 5 car set, in OBs. Cars are C8 with run time. OBs have some corner wear and
dust. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected
the decorations of the trains.

494 Williams modern O gauge Louisville and Nashville E71006 E7 A-A set in OB. Locos feature TrueBlast II horn and bell.
Locos are C8 with run time and some shelf dust. Set box has some light warping and wear. Items have come from a
smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

495 MTH modern O gauge 20-90005 Pennsylvania six car work train in OB. Cars are C8 with run time. Items have come from
a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

496 Williams modern O gauge 2-8-2 Mikado in Southern Paint. OB included with paperwork. Loco is C7-8 with run time and
shelf dust and paint chips on the lower edge of one cylinder. OB has some light shelf wear, Items have come from a
smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.
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497 Williams modern O gauge New York Central black Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Catalog number is 5405. Loco is C8
and appears to have had a few improvements made such as working marker lights (one spot of glue near one) and also
appears to have had after market sound added. Loco is C8-9 with very light run time, however tender is missing coal pile.
Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the
decorations of the trains.

498 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-4026-0 Baltimore and Ohio docksider set in OB. Set is C7-8 with heavy run time and
boxcar has some light spotting. Ten extra sections RealTrax included. OB has some shelf wear. Items have come from a
smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

499 Williams New York Central Hudson in OB. Loco has whistle and smoke. Stock number is CS1000W. Loco is C8. Box has
light shelf wear. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has
not affected the decorations of the trains.

500 Weaver modern O gauge Baltimore and Ohio EMD E-8 A-A diesel locomotive pair. Locos features dual motors, constant
voltage headlights, and more. Locos are C7-8 with run time. Rubber diaphragms need replaced. No boxes. Items have
come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of
the trains.

501 Williams modern O gauge Chesapeake and Ohio A-B-A F-7 diesel locomotive set in OBs. Catalog numbers are F7109 and
F71201. Locos are C8 with run time and some shelf dust. OBs have some shelf and corner wear. Items have come from a
smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

502 MTH modern O gauge Norfolk and Western 20-3126 J and 20-3127 Y6b auxiliary water tenders. Tenders are C8 with run
time. OBs have some light corner wear. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light
smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

503 MTH modern O gauge New York Central scale Madison passenger cars including; MT-4019 five-car set and MT-4119
combine/diner set in OBs. Cars are C8 with some run time and shelf dust. OBs have some dust and wear as well. Five car
set box has tape repair and small area of skinning on one end.

504 Williams modern O gauge Erie Lackawanna six car Madison passenger set in OB. Catalog number is M215. Cars are C8
with shelf dust and run time. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor,
but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

505 Neat Railway Express Agency hanging sign. Appears to have come from a baggage car. Sign measures 19 inches tip to tip.
See photos for best description.

506 Williams modern O gauge SN01BF Baldwin Chesapeake and Ohio Sharknose A-A freight set in OBs. Set also includes
four brass freight cars. Trains are C8. Set box lid has heavy moisture damage but trains are unharmed. Items have come
from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the
trains. Also includes B unit without box.

507 MTH modern O Gauge Pennsylvania centipede A-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Catalog number is 20-2200-1. Loco
features Protosound, Protosmoke, Protocouplers, and more. Loco is generally C8 with run time and some shelf dust. Items
have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the
decorations of the trains.

508 MTH O Gauge 20-6549 Chessie 5 car passenger set and 20-6649 Sleeper and Diner add on set both in OBs. Cars are C8
with run time. OB for add on set is moisture damaged, but cars are untouched. Items have come from a smoking
household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

509 Lionel and Railking modern O gauge motorized units in OBs. Includes 18427 55 Pennsylvania Tie Jector, 18981
Pennsylvania speeder, and 30-2511 Santa hand car. Trains are C8. Tie jector box has some light moisture staining. Items
have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the
decorations of the trains.
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510 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watt transformer. The ZW has been reconditioned and the cord on the transformer has been
replaced. Transformer is C7. Case has some light paint spatter on the top. Items have come from a smoking household.
Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

511 Modern O gauge kit cars, weaver cars, etc. Cars are generally C6-7 with a few broken detail parts, etc. See photos for best
description.

512 Modern O gauge Korber roundhouse. This is an incredible piece that would be the center of any yard. It’s clear that a large
amount of time went into the building and painting of this roundhouse. Six stall roundhouse with extensions on four stalls
extending the track length to 37 inches. Roundhouse is 56 inches at its widest point. 22 individual lights inside the
building. Three exhaust stacks will need replaced on the roof. The photos really tell the story here. Due to the huge size and
delicate nature of the piece we strongly encourage picking this up at our Indiana location. Otherwise the buyer must make
arrangements with an outside company to pack and ship the roundhouse.

513 Gargraves modern O gauge switches. Includes eight wide radius left hand switches, five wide radius right hand switches,
two right hand and two left hand 042 switches. Switches are C6 to C8. A few switches have some light rust and broken
pins.

514 Ross modern O gauge switches. Includes wide radius left hand switch, two curved left hand switches and one right hand
switch (maybe #6?) and one wide curved left hand switch (maybe a #8) Switches are used C7.

515 Ross modern O gauge switches. Includes three way yard switch, and two wye switches. See photos for best description. C7
-8.

516 Modern O gauge Corgi and K Line die cast vehicles in OBs. Includes 54103 Lionel City bus, 52503 Mack B Lionel van,
52302 Mack B Lionel semi, 54302 Lionel City Fishbowl bus, 55005 Cincinnati PCC street car, K Line 94229 1948 Tucker
and 1959 Cadillac. Cars are C7-8.

517 Modern O gauge Bowser 32 inch bridge turntable. Very nice turntable with detailing and New York Railway Supply PTC
Model III turntable indexing system with motor, keypad, and controller. Also includes instructions. Due to the huge size
and delicate nature of the piece we strongly encourage picking this up at our Indiana location. Otherwise the buyer must
make arrangements with an outside company to pack and ship the turntable.

518 Miami Valley hand build 72 inch truss bridge. Impressive bridge has a few broken girders and is dusty. Double track deck
already has Gargraves track installed. Due to the huge size and delicate nature of the piece we strongly encourage picking
this up at our Indiana location. Otherwise the buyer must make arrangements with an outside company to pack and ship the
bridge.

519 Gargraves O gauge Phantom three rail track. FIfty eight sections C7 to C10, some used with solder and bent pins.
520 Five boxes of cork roadbed. Some new some used All appears to be HO size. If shipped this will be oversize, heavy, and
expensive.

521 Gargraves modern O gauge Phantom curved track. Fifty six sections of wider radius curves. I would say mostly 072, but
looks to have some 080 and maybe 096. About half of the track was joined with solder and will need some work to insert
new pins etc. C7 area.

522 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2332 GG-1 and extra shell. Loco has been re-decaled, but frame appears complete with only light
rust. Extra shell has been stripped down. Both look like good restoration candidates. Sold as is shown in the photos.

523 Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is. Large
box of Gargraves odds and ends. Almost all straight track though there are custom bent curves. Enough here to make a nice
little expansion to a layout. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is.

524 Lionel Postwar O gauge 250 Watt Z transformer and 90 watt 1033 transformer. Both have been rebuilt and new cords
added. C6-7.

525 Lionel Postwar O gauge rebuilt 190 watt KW and 90 watt 1033 transformers. Clean with repainted bases C6-7.
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526 Nice group of twenty seven 1:43 diecast vehicles. Mostly Ertl and Road Champ. All appear to be brand new. See photos
for best description.

527 Williams modern O gauge New York Central six car Madison passenger set in OB. Catalog number is M222. Cars are C8
with shelf dust and run time. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor,
but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

528 Postwar and modern O gauge Plasticville buildings and parts. Large box includes hospital, station, houses, and much more.
See photos for best description. This lot is sold as is shown in the photos. Items have come from a smoking household.
Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

529 Modern O gauge building kits in OBs. Four kits include Model Tech 402 Baltimore and Ohio freight station partially built,
Korber 919 Acme Dye co, 7010 Industrial Rail / Korber Refinishing Shop, and 933 Korber Yardmaster shanty. Kits are C8
to C10. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not
affected the decorations of the trains.

530 Modern O gauge building kits. Eight kits include Hennings crossing shanty built, K-1003 Keystone passenger shelter, three
Buildings unlimited 101 cape cod houses, DPM 801 Birdies Tavern (partial kit only), Walthers 933-3307 Fairfield station
painted but unbuilt, and Industrial Rail / Korber 7015 canning company. C7+ to C10.

531 O gauge buildings. Includes Lionel engine shed, Walthers 933-2703 trackside structures pack, Mobilgas station, balsawood
custom building, very nicely detailed switch tower, and two Ameri-town Lou’s Cafe fronts.

532 Nice group of scenery and scratch building supplies. Includes a full box of foam retaining walls, tunnel portals, etc. A
second box includes numerous HO building kits. The third box include numerous scratch building supplies, Plastistruct,
balsa wood, wire, etc. A few small tools as well. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is.

533 Bachamnn modern G scale trains. Includes Rio Grande Southern steam locomotive, Gramps tank car, Florence and Cripple
Creek boxcar, and Rio Grande Southern caboose. Trains are dirty with some broken detail parts C6. Items have come from
a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

534 Lionel Postwar O gauge items including 50 gang car with center horn and U shaped bumpers, 68 inspection car body, 6464
-25 gnr boxcar, and a 9850 Budweiser reefer. C6. Items have come from a smoking household. Boxes and trains will have
a light smoke odor, but this has not affected the decorations of the trains.

535 Williams modern O gauge FB104D Louisville and Nashville B unit with slight ding in one corner and two broken brake
shoes on trucks, 3258 Seaboard boxcar, 3214 New York Central boxcar. Accessories include 164 log loader missing roof
and supports with refinished base, 12847 icing station with moisture damaged OB, K Line K-712RC remote, 6357 SP
caboose body, and MRC AC 600 transformer. Trains are C6 to C8

536 Three custom O gauge Miami Valley bridge sections. Each sections is 48 inches long. See photos for best description. Sold
as is.

537 Lionel modern O gauge 11100 Pennsylvania Mikado Jr. 2-8-2 steam locomotive and tender featuring TMCC, RailSounds
and smoke unit in OB. Loco is C8 with very light run time.

538 Lionel modern O Gauge 11748 Amtrak ready to run set factory sealed in plastic C9-10. Celo has a bit of dirt in the corners.
539 MTH modern O Gauge Dealer Appreciation Program clear shell Santa Fe F3s in OBs. Catalog number is 20-80002A.
Locos feature Protosound and Protocouplers. Locos are C8+ with some light run time.

540 Lionel modern O gauge 38032 Virginian 2-8-8-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C7-8 with run time.

541 MTH Railking modern O Gauge Union Pacific Aero Train in OB with add on coach. Catalog number is 30-2376-1. Set
features Protosound 2.0, DCS control, and more. Set is C8 condition with run time. OBs show some wear. OB has some
light wear.
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542 Lionel prewar O gauge trains including 228 Pennsylvania switcher with 2228B bell ringing tender, 2758 Pennsylvania auto
boxcar, 2955 Sunoco tank car, 2757X Pennsylvania caboose, and 2757 Pennsylvania caboose. Wires have been cut on
tender and some spotting on the tender. Trains are C5+ to C6+

543 American Flyer postwar S gauge custom Pennsylvania Alco PA set with A and two B units. Ladders are good, partially
broken horn on A unit. and some paint wear. C6.

544 American Flyer postwar S gauge 322 New York Central 4-6-4 steam locomotive. Loco is C6 area with paint missing from
steam chest, some discoloration, two broken tender steps etc.

545 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 21088 F.Y.&P. Franklin steam locomotive and tender with two 24720 passenger coaches,
24740 baggage, and 24730 baggage car. Locomotive colors are slighly muted along with red on labels. Cars are otherwise
C7. Loco is C6-7

546 American Flyer postwar S gauge steam locomotives. Includes 300AC Reading loco, 290, 302AC, and 302. Three locos are
missing tenders. Locos are generally C6.

547 S-Helper service modern S gauge St. Louis S Fest cars in OBs. Four cars include two 00190 Rock Island flats and trailers
and two two 00193 Railway Express Agency flats with trailers. Cars are C9-10.

548 American Flyer modern S Gauge 48075 New Haven EP5 electric locomotive in OB. Loco features horn. Condition is C8
with light run time

549 Modern S gauge freight cars from S Fest. Cars include MKT flat with Campbell express trailer and three Missouri Central
flats with Chicago and Northwestern dump trucks. Cars are C9-10.

550 American Flyer postwar S gauge freight cars for parts and restoration. Fifteen cars include 717 log dump car, 7210 Erie
searchlight (nicer C7 with replaced couplers), 625 re-decaled tank car, 631 Texas and Pacific gondola, 969 rocket launcher
no trucks, 625 Shell tank car, 634 searchlight, 633 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar missing door, 638 American Flyer caboose,
634 searchlight with repainted light, 716 operating dump car, boxcar frame, 623 Illinois Central shell, 640 hopper shell,
and broken 630 Reading caboose shell. Trains sold as is shown in photos.

551 American Flyer modern S gauge freight cars in OBs. Includes two 48261 Union Pacific generator cars, 48332 MKT
boxcar, 48495 Monsanto tank car, 48491 Burlington Northern flat with vans, 48492 Northern Pacific boxcar, 48215 Flyer
hopper. Also included is American Models 1999 Chevron TCA tank car. Cars are C9-10.

552 S Helper Service modern S gauge Missouri Pacific passenger set in OBs. Includes FA-2 power and dummy unit with one
missing horn. Five passenger cars include combine, RPO, coach, baggage, and observation. Trains are C8 with light run
time.

553 Lionel modern O gauge Spirit of 76 locomotive and cars in OBs Includes 1776 loco with some light frame rust and a few
small scuffs. Six cars include 7601 Delaware, 7602 Pennsylvania, 7603 New Jersey, 7604 Georgia, 7605 Connecticut,
7607 Maryland. Cars are generally C7. OBs have some shelf dust.

554 Lionel Postwar O gauge 44 US Army missile launcher. Loco has partially broken front bumper and cracked rear corner.
Sold as is shown in photos.

555 Lionel Postwar O gauge passenger cars. Includes Lionel Lines 2429 Livingston, 2432 Clifton vista dome, 2422 Lionel
Lines Chatham coach, and 2408 Santa Fe coach. Cars are C6-7 with light paint wear and one roof hold down on 2429 will
not screw down. 2408 has one detached truck.

556 Postwar O gauge accessories from American Flyer, Marx, Lionel and Colber. Items include Flyer rotary beacon missing
roof on shed, Flyer bridge missing roof, Marx floodlight, Marx beacon missing head, three flyer whistle controllers, five
Marx signals, Colber Wig Wag, Lionel 450 signal bridge missing lap covers and boxed Marx crossing gate. Items are C6-7
sold as is shown in the photos.
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557 Postwar O gauge items from American Flyer and Lionel. 779 Oil Drum loader with large amount of scenery material on
base, 742 hand car, pole and light for Lionel 3530 Generator, 2125 whistle shed with loose whistle, also included is a
handful of Flyer uncouplers, whistle controller, two bumpers, orange Lionel girders, etc. Items are C5-6. Items are sold as
is shown in the photos.

558 American Flyer postwar S gauge transformers. Includes three 4B, four 22004, 1A, whistle controller, two 22020, two 1 1/2
B, 22006, No.2, Marx 704, Lionel 1053, two older Flyer transformers one mounted on wood base with rectifier and whistle
controller. Also included is two old H&M transformers. Lot sold as is. Some cords cut, See photos for best description.

559 Lionel Postwar O gauge cars. Includes 6517 Lionel Lines caboose, red flat, 6436 Lehigh Valley red hopper with bar, 3464
New York Central operating boxcar, and modern Lionel 51401 Pennsylvania scale boxcar. Also included is repro 6419
DL&W work caboose cab. Trains are C6+ to C8. See photos for best description.

560 Railroad books including Highliners by Beebe, The World of Model trains by Williams, and American Steam by Wickre.
Good reader condition.

561 K Line O Gauge Golden State five car aluminum passenger set in OBs. All cars start with K4632 and include 0214 Golden
Moon vista dome, 4301 RPO car, 0479 Golden Divan observation, 0427 Golden Harvest diner, and 3368 Imperial Terrace
Pullman. Cars are C8 with very light run time.

562 MTH Railking modern O gauge 30-2138-1 Union Pacific NW-2 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound,
Protocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8-9 condition with light run time

563 Lionel modern O gauge TMCC components including 12868 Cab-1 and 12911 command base. C7-8 with some layout use.
564 Lionel modern O gauge 11985 Quaker Oats Express set in OB. Set is factory sealed with seal of ownership packet. C8 with
run time.

565 Lionel modern O gauge 5484 TCA 4-6-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 condition with run time.
566 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 26796 Lionel Farms poultry dispatch with sounds,
16154 AEC reactor fluid tank car, 19607 Sunoco tank car, 29226 Century Club Berkshire boxcar, 39257 Western Pacific
boys boxcar, 29228 Century Club Turbine boxcar, 39201 Century Club Hudson boxcar, 29248 Century Club New York
Central boxcar, 36200 Life Cereal boxcar, and 29227 Century Club GG-1 boxcar. Cars are C8 with run time.

567 Lionel modern O gauge Lionel Lines Madison cars in OBs. Two cars include 19097 Bonnano and 19098 Pagano. 19074
Legends of Lionel Madison passenger cars four pack consisting of 19075 Mazzone coach, 19076 Caruso coach, 19077
Raphael coach and a 19078 Cowen observation. Cars are C8 with light run time.

568 Lionel modern O gauge TMCC 128687 Powermaster and 12868 Cab-1 without box. Also included is 12893 Powermaster
cable. C7-8/

569 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Includes 49812 American Flyer 755 talking station, 12915 164 log loader
missing controller, and 12768 burning switch tower. Items are C8 with layout use.

570 Lionel modern O Gauge 11748 Amtrak ready to run set. Set appears complete. Also includes 18937 dummy Alco FA,
15107 vista dome, 15100 coach, and 16098 coach. Trains are C8.

571 Lionel modern O Gauge 1577 Liberty Special set sealed in OB. Trains are assumed C9-10. Set lid heavy tape and skinning.
572 Lionel and K Line switchers. Includes two 8111 DT&I switchers, 8569 Soo. C6-7.
573 K Line modern O gauge 1321 Limited Edition Collectors Train Set in original boxes, trains look C9-10. Set consists of:
229102 Groupe Schneider MP-15 diesel switcher, 639101 Merlin Gerin tank car, 629101 Federal Pacific covered hopper,
659101 Square D gondola w/load, 649107 Federal Pioneer boxcar. Set is missing caboose, track, transformer, and station.
Trains are C8 with run time.
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574 Lionel modern O gauge locos. Includes 8470 Chessie U boat, 8854 CP Rail GP-9, and two 8302 Southern steam
locomotives missing one drawbar. Locos are generally C6-7.

575 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Twenty cars include 9265 Chessie hopper, two 9136 Republic gondolas,
21027 Milwaukee Road CTT boxcar, 9013 CN hopper, three 9157 Chesapeake and Ohio flat cars, two 9121 Louisville and
Nashville hoppers, 9855 Swift reefer, 9735 Grand Trunk boxcar, two 9020 Union Pacific flats, 9277 Cities Service tank
car, 9302 Louisville and Nashville searchlight, Lionel Postwar Celebration Series PFE ice car 63521, 9139 Penn Central
auto loader, 9216 Great Northern auto loader, and 6108 fuel tank car. Cars are generally C7.

576 Lionel and K Line freight cars in OBs. Twenty cars include 49081 Chicago and Northwestern stock car with sound, 9767
Railbox boxcar, 6464-496 Vapor boxcar, FedEx operating boxcar, 9276 Peabody hopper, 17610 Wabash caboose, 9136
Republic gondola, 9660 King Tut mint car, 6464-700 PFE boxcar, 9700-GLO AEC boxcar, 9136 Republic gondola with
cable reels added, 19831 Generator Car with loose doors and missing pole and light, 51301 Lackawanna refrigerator, 9152
Shell tank car, 9121 Louisville and Nashville flat with scraper, 16355 Burlington gondola, 90005 Grand Trunk gondola,
60900 Union Pacific gondola, 002 Davenport and Rock Island boxcar, 649001 Golden West boxcar, and 1990 K Line
Christmas boxcar. Cars are generally C7-8.

577 Lionel and K Line modern O gauge freight cars and loco. Items include two 9213 M&St.L hoppers, 9264 Illinois Central
hopper, 9278 Life Savers tank car, 9758 Alaska boxcar, Atlas 6264 Union Pacific ore hopper, 8410 Redwood General loco
and tender, four Redwood freight cars, 9020 Union Pacific flat, 9066 Southern caboose, K Line 1992 TCA Birthday
boxcar,

578 Lionel modern O gauge 1492 The Chief set in shelf worn OB. Set appears complete C7 area.
579 Lionel large scale 85102 New York Central 4-4-2 steam locomotive and tender in OB. C8 with run time. OB has some
corner and edge wear.

580 Lionel modern O Gauge 8550 Penn Central GG-1 in OB. Loco is C7 with a few light marks in the paint. OB has some
corner and edge wear. Loco has some run time.

581 Lionel modern O Gauge 18205 Union Pacific Dash 8-40C diesel in OB. Loco is C9-10 and appears to be factory wrapped.
OB has very light corner wear.

582 Lionel and K Line modern O gauge TCA freight cars in OBs. Eighteen cars include 9319 bullion car, 6926 caboose, 9779
boxcar, 9774-1975 boxcar, 6315-1972 tank car, 9779 boxcar, two 7812-1977 stock cars, two 9611 boxcars, two 9864-1974
reefers, 9123 auto carrier, 6705 ore car, 5137 Ashley’s Birthday boxcar, and three 6406 boxcars. Cars are C7-8. OBs have
some light wear and writing.

583 Lionel modern O gauge 8556 Chessie switcher in OB. C8. OB has very light wear.
584 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2321 Lackawanna FM Trainmaster diesel locomotive. Loco is C6-7 with hairline screw crack
below the front screw hole. Loco has clean battery compartment and shell had a few light scuffs and one notable mark in
the maroon stripe.

585 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2332 Pennsylvania Brunswick five stripe GG-1 electric locomotive. Loco has been re-striped and
a few small paint chips. One loose screw on top side of the shell. Restored to C6+ .

586 Lionel Postwar O gauge 623 Santa Fe NW-2 switcher. Switcher is C7 with run time and a few small paint chips along cab
roof edge.

587 Lionel Prewar O gauge 226E steam locomotive with 2226W whistle tender. Tender coupler has been switched to knuckle
style coupler. One marker jewel missing and some paint chips on the loco, tender lettering has some light wear C6-7

588 Lionel Postwar O gauge No. 681 steam loco, 2046W-50 Pennsylvania tender with whistle, 2400 Maplewood Pullman,
2402 Chatham Pullman, and 2401 Hillside observation. Cab roof on loco appears to have been refinished, otherwise a few
other small paint chips. Passenger cars have a few small paint chips, one partially broken lower tender corner. Trains are in
the C6-7 area.
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589 Lionel Postwar O gauge motorized units. Includes 50 gang car with center horn, three lever control and U shaped
bumpers. C6-7. 41 Army switcher with broken but included hand rail and four cracked and glued window struts. C5-6.
Also included is 3927 Track Cleaning car in OB. Car has repaired coupler pocket, OB has tape repairs to one end. C6.

590 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1656 black 0-4-0 steam loco with a 6403B slope-back tender. Tender steps have some light areas
of red on the slope tender steps. C6-7.

591 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2046 4-6-4 steam locomotive and 2046W Lionel Lines whistle tender with OB. Loco has a few
small paint chips, otherwise loco and tender are C7 with good tender steps. Tender OB missing insert and one missing
inner flap.

592 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2025 2-6-4 steam locomotive, 6466W Lionel Lines whistle tender, 6560 Lionel Lines crane, 3464
Santa Fe operating boxcar, 2465 Sunoco tank car missing three decals, 6456 Lehigh Valley hopper, and 3472 operating
milk car and 3472P platform. Trains are C6-7.

593 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 224E 2-6-4 steam locomotive, 6466WX whistle tender, 2955 Sunoco tank car,
6411 Lionel Lines log car, 6414 Evans auto loader with original autos, 6415 Sunoco three dome tank, 6465 Sunoco tank
car with OB and taped ends. and 9864-1974 TCA reefer. Trains are C6-7

594 Lionel Postwar O gauge ZW transformers. One 250 watt and one 275 Watt. Both plugs have been cut and cords will need
replaced. Cases and bases in nice C6 condition.

595 Lionel Postwar O gauge ZW transformer. 250 watt transformer with replaced plug and cord has some light cracking.
Transformer is C6.

596 Lionel Postwar O gauge 022 switches. Seventeen right hand switches, fourteen left hand switches, all thirty one controllers
and what appears to be most if not all lanters and many fixed voltage plugs. Switches appear to have had controllers
rewired. C6-7.

597 Lionel Postwar O gauge UCS sections. Eighteen track sections with sixteen remotes, some rewired and some need rewired.
Lot sold as is shown in the photos

598 Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Huge lot of O
gauge tubular track and scenery items. Would estimate 300+ sections of track. Also a huge bag filled with various colors of
wire. We call this lot layout on a cart.

599 Lionel modern and postwar die cast bumpers. Twenty one total. Includes thirteen 260 bumpers with five taped OBs, five
sets of two 2283 modern bumpers and one set of 12717 plastic bumpers. Bumpers are C6 to C8.

600 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2055 steam locomotive and 6026W whistle tender, C6.
601 Prewar/postwar Marx O gauge New York Central and various freight cars, C6.
602 Postwar Lionel O gauge 623 A.T.&S.F. (missing antenna) and 624 Chesapeake and Ohio decaled, NW-2 diesel switcher
locomotives. 623 has rust on wheels, e-unit, couplers, etc. Trains otherwise look C6.

603 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive, typical hairlines at screws,
otherwise C6.

604 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2349 Northern Pacific GP-9 diesel road switching locomotive, should clean and polish C7.
605 Postwar Lionel O gauge 726 RR steam loco with bent cab corner, unnumbered whistle tender with repaired shell and need
rear pickup roller frame replaced, 6415 Sunoco tank with rust on wheels etc., 6346 Alcoa hopper missing a hatch cover,
3530 EMD generator car, 6462 New York Central gondola with logs, 6417 Pennsylvania N5c porthole illuminated
caboose. Trains are sold as they are shown in our photos with no returns.
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606 Postwar Lionel O gauge Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive with 2530 REA baggage, 2531 Santa Monica
observation, 2532 San Francisco vista dome and 2533 Sacramento Pullman coach, all restored in Union Pacific City of
San Francisco livery. Loco has typical hairlines at screws. Trains otherwise look neat C6-7. Passenger cars are all smooth
channel.

607 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watts transformer with original cord cracked at plug but supple, C6.
608 Postwar Lionel O gauge type ZW model R 275 watts transformer with replaced cord, clean base C6.
609 Postwar Lionel transformers type Q, type TW and type KW, replaced cords, missing cord, broken handles, etc. Sold as is
shown in photos with no returns.

610 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes and empty original accessories boxes. Two 450 signal bridges in OB
missing flaps, two 151 semaphores in OB missing flaps, 214 plate girder bridge, partial 927 in OB, 260 illuminated bumper
with no box. Several accessory and freight cars boxes, empty some missing flaps, some with tears, etc.

611 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2343P and 2343T Santa Fe F3a diesel locomotives with 2530 REA baggage stick on dot head
rivets, 2531 Silver Dawn observation with round head rivets, two 2532 Silver Range vista dome cars one with round head
rivets and other with hex head rivets, and 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman coach with hex head rivets. Trains should clean to
look C6 area.

612 Postwar Lionel O gauge EMD F3a powered unit and dummy with screened roof vents and reproduction porthole lens, four
aluminum passenger cars, baggage, vista dome, Pullman coach, and observation. Trains have been restored in Great
Northern livery, C6.

613 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars, some have a little rust around wheels, but should all clean up to look nicer C6-7
trains. 6460 operating work crane, 6430 flats with trailer vans, 6362 rail truck car, 6462 New York Central gondola, 6315
Gulf tank, unnumbered three dome Sunoco tank, 6473 Horse Transport car, 6017 caboose, and 6357 illuminated caboose.

614 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars with some missing trim, broken trim, missing parts, etc. sold as is shown in our photos
with no returns. 6436 LV hopper, 2461 and two 6561 flatcars, unnumbered pipe car, 6419 caboose, 6472 milk car, 6520
searchlight, four 6465 tanks, 6007 and 6167 cabooses, and 6467 miscellaneous car.

615 Postwar Lionel O gauge 237 steam loco and tender with 6142 gondola, unnumbered black LV hopper, 6176 yellow LV
hopper, 6440 flatcar w/two Cooper-Jarrett trailer vans, 6430 flatcar with two trailer vans, 6560 operating work crane, and
6119 DLW work caboose, should clean C6-7.

616 Postwar Lionel O gauge 211P and 211T MKT The Texas Special Alco diesel A units (powered unit has repaired pilot),
6050 Swift boxcar with coin slot, 6465 tank, 6142 gondola with four red canisters, 6650 rocket launcher, 6059 M.St.L.
caboose. A couple cars have a little surface rust on some wheels, axles, and or couplers otherwise trains should clean to
look C6-7.

617 Postwar Lionel O gauge 681 steam locomotive, 2046W whistle tender, 6262 wheel car, 3562-25 ATSF operating barrel
car, 6462 New York Central gondola, unnumbered operating work crane, and 6419 DLW work caboose, C6 area.

618 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6446 boxcars, fifteen total. Storage dust, grime, and the full serif N -25 is missing a door guide
rivet. Otherwise trains should clean C6 area. -100, -50, -300, -275, -225, -375, -725, -425, -425, -75, -900, -475, -525, -25,
-500.

619 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6446 boxcars, fifteen total. Storage dust, grime, etc. Trains should clean C6-7 area. -450, -150,
-150, -650, -1, -200, -150, -75, -700, -125, -400, -150, -700, -375, -900.

620 Modern era Lionel O gauge freight cars and accessories in original boxes, C8-9. 6116 Soo Line ore car, 17607 Reading
Standard caboose with flashing rear warning light and smoke, 19706 Union Pacific caboose with smoke and illuminated
interior, 2162 automatic crossing gate and signal, 12750 crane assembly kit, and 9158 PC flatcar with steam shovel kit.
Also included is a Bachmann 1938 street lights, O scale, sealed OB, C10.
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621 Modern era Lionel O gauge 8556 Chessie System NW-2 diesel switcher loco missing handrails, 9162 car hauler, 9042 Ford
Autolite, 9024 Chesapeake and Ohio flatcar, 9043 Erie Lackawanna boxcar, unnumbered/marked transformer flat, 9262
Ralston Purina covered hopper, 6239 Burlington Northern boxcar, and 6464-425 New Haven boxcar, C6-7.

622 Modern era Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes, some are dusty, most are run, C8 area. 9808 UP boxcar, 9825
Shaefer reefer, 9805 Grand Trunk reefer, 9803 Johnson Wax boxcar, 9823 Santa Fe flatcar and load, 9809 Clark boxcar,
and 9802 Miller reefer. Boxes show very light wear, no price stickers.

623 Modern era Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes, some are dusty, most are run, C8 area. 9801 B&O Sentinel
boxcar, 9802 Miller reefer, 9803 Johnson Wax boxcar, 9806 Rock Island boxcar, 9807 Strohs reefer, 9822 Grand Trunk
gondola, and 9826 NYC boxcar. Boxes show very light wear, no price stickers.

624 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2035 steam locomotives with 6466W tenders (one tender is unnumbered). One tender has a
cracked shell, other has a repro shell. One loco has bent cab corner and repainted cab, other loco is repainted. Grouping
looks C6.

625 Prewar Lionel O gauge electric loco and freight cars. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. For more and better
description view photos. 252, 1680, 2660, 657, 651, 2652, 1680, 3659, 2680, 2652, 2653, 2655, and 2657.

626 Prewar American Flyer O gauge freight cars, sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. For more and better
description view our photos. Milk car, four sand cars (two are numbered 3207), two cabooses (one is numbered 3211) and
a boxcar shell.

627 Prewar American Flyer 3/16” scale O gauge freight cars and parts, sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. For
more and better description view our photographs. 484, 484, 484, 480, 476, and others.

628 Prewar Lionel O gauge 2812 gondola, restored to look C6.
629 Prewar Lionel standard gauge numbered 120 tunnel, C6 needs a cleaning. Station roof with Lionel City brass sign, roof
only. Would look appropriate on a C6-7 station.

630 Postwar Lionel O gauge aluminum passenger cars with two original boxes, one with insert. 2530 REA baggage with dot
head rivet stick on labels (frame has two holes), 2531 Silver Dawn observation with round head rivets, two 2532 Silver
Range vista dome with round head rivets, two 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman coach with hex head rivets, and 2534 Silver
Bluff Pullman coach with hex head rivets. 2531 has detached observation end door. Trains otherwise look C6. Also
included is a frame for a baggage car. Two boxes 2533 missing flaps on both ends. 2532 has a tape repaired tuck flap,
small tears to other flaps, insert is present, C7.

631 Postwar/prewar Lionel O gauge lamp posts, C6-7. Six 64, two 57, and two 56. The two 57 have slight printing variation,
both are Main Street & Broadway.

632 Postwar/prewar Lionel O gauge No. 35 boulevard lamps, ten are silver and one with a broken base is painted in gray. At
least two lamp shade caps have missing tips, and one is cracked, four have original finial screws, two have modern screws,
etc. Overall lamps look C6 area, and some might swap around to look better. Sold as shown in our photos with no returns.
For more and better description view all our photos.

633 Postwar Lionel, Thomas, and Latrobe Casting O gauge lamp posts, seven Lionel 71 lamps, one green Thomas, and two
Latrobe Castings in green. Lamps look C6-7. One 71 casting included.

634 Postwar Lionel O gauge components, pieces, parts, etc. Most everything appears original. Some are damaged. Still a nice
usable lot. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns.

635 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 217 caboose in orange body with maroon roof and plates, and green handrails on black
frame with nickel journals. Train has some oxidation/rust to frame, otherwise C6.
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636 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6472 refrigerator car, 6424 automobile flatcar, 6656 stockcar, 3461X automatic lumber car, 6456
LV hopper, 6672 blue lettered Santa Fe reefer, and 6462 New York Central red gondola with six wooden barrels and
inspection slip. Trains look C6-7. A couple boxes have a missing flap, tape repairs, small tears. Boxes are square and
solid for the most part.

637 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6414 automobile car with four original correct length autos, 6424 automobile flatcar with two
original correct length autos, 2461 transformer car (repaired insulators) with inspection slip, 6562-25 canister car with four
red canisters, 3494-275 BAR operating boxcar, and 6520 searchlight car with instructions sheet. Trains look C6-7. Boxes
are square and solid with no missing flaps.

638 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6800 flatcar with airplane, and 6801 flatcar with boat. Three 6800 flatcars, one original yellow
over black airplane, one original black over yellow airplane, reproduction stretchy restraints. One 6801 flatcar with light
blue and white boat with original stretchy restraint. Trains should clean to look C6-7. Loads should clean to look C7 area.
One 6800-62 11-57 instructions sheet. 6801 box has missing tuck flap and push in tab. One 6800 box is slightly rippled,
otherwise fairly square and solid with no missing flaps. Other 6800 box looks C8+

639 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3413 Mercury Capsule launching car, two 6413 Mercury Capsule carrying cars, and two 6650
missile launching flatcar, in original boxes. Trains look C6-8. 3413 rocket is reproduction. Boxes have missing, detached,
and or tape repaired flaps. One 6650 looks unrun.

640 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6121-85 red painted pipe car with pipes in original box with detached inner coupler flap, unrun
C9. Box looks C8.

641 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6436-500 Lehigh Valley hopper in original box, hairline at one stretcher bar, O/W C7 area. Box
has missing and tape repaired flaps. O/W box is square and solid.

642 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6460 operating work crane in original box with insert, C7. Box has tape repaired end flap,
otherwise C7-8. Empty 6462-125 gondola box missing a tuck flap, tape repairs. 3462P repainted to look like Bosco
platform. Five original Bosco milk cans. Modern era Lionel O gauge 9032 Southern Pacific gondola, C8. 6646 stock car,
C7.

643 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3356 operating horse corral car and corral in original box with insert, 3356-100 horse figures in
OB, and No. 90 controller. 3656 operating cattle car and stockyard in original box with insert. Door guides have been
painted black on 3356, otherwise trains look nicer C6 area. Boxes are very nice, square and solid with no missing flaps.

644 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3482 operating milk car in original box with insert, 3462P platform, and 3462-70 magnetic milk
cans in OB. 3662 operating milk car in original box with insert, 3462P platform, components envelope with milk cans and
instructions sheet.

645 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories, some in original boxes, and some components. 362 barrel loader in OB, broken
section of fence. 394 beacon, heavily faded. 395 floodlight tower, C8-9 tower with instructions sheet. 494 beacon, light
surface rust. Two 362-78 six wooden barrels OB w/barrels. 96C, OTC, 3562 instructions sheet, 160 bin. 362 OB looks
C7-8. 395 and 494 boxes have missing flaps, tape repairs.

646 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6462-500 NYC canister car with four white canisters. No marks on coupler plates but wheels look
polished. Train otherwise looks unrun C9 area. Box has tape repaired tuck flaps, very square and solid otherwise.

647 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes, 6818 flatcar with transformer, 3665 Minuteman missile launching
car, 6112-85 canister car with four red canisters, 6440 flatcar with piggy back vans. 6112-85 should clean to look at least
C6-7, others look C7.

648 Modern era Lionel 6415 Sunoco 3-dome tank car in postwar 6415 tank car box. Train looks C8 and box looks C7-8.
649 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 33 NYC center cab electric loco missing bell trim and some drive gears, C6.
650 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 114 boxcar, older redecorating as a Hood’s milk car. Train looks C6 area.
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651 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 10E center cab electric loco shell, E unit, and four reproduction lead cast drive wheels. Lot
is sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. View photos for more and better description.

652 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 214 automobile furniture car, restored to look C7 area with bent brake wheel and some very
light surface rust on some wheels, axles, etc.

653 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 222 R.H. and 223 L.H. R.C. switches, two pair 210 manual control switches, and No. 20 90
degree crossing, track ties, lanterns, bulbs. Switches and crossover look very usable C6.

654 Modern era Lionel reproduction standard gauge station with Automatic Train Control, should clean and polish C7-8.
655 Modern era T-Reproductions standard gauge reproduction Lionel prewar No. 116 station. Station should clean and polish
to look C7-8.

656 Prewar Lionel standard gauge No. 280 single bridge span in original box missing flaps on opened end. Three No. 20 90
degree crossovers. Bridge and crossovers have some surface rust, C6. Bridge box was opened from bottom, uncut label
looks nice.

657 Modern era reproduction 2373C Canadian Pacific diesel B unit locomotive shell on a postwar Lionel O gauge B unit
chassis. Train looks C7 area.

658 Modern era reproduction Lionel postwar O gauge aluminum passenger car boxes, inserts, and wrapping paper for 2530
REA baggage, 2531 Silver Dawn observation, 2532 Silver Range vista dome, 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman and 2534 Silver
Bluff Pullman. Three packages of reproduction standard gauge wooden barrels. Reproduction lumber load for 211 flatcar.
Items look C9-10.

659 Modern era Lionel O gauge 9531 and 9532 Southern passenger cars in original boxes, C6-7. Boxes show mild wear, loose
cellos, price stickers.

660 Prewar Lionel 165 remote control magnet crane and postwar O gauge 282 remote control portal gantry crane, both with
original controllers C6.

661 Unusual Lionel postwar O gauge dealer master carton 12 No. 43 Super O Terminal Track. Master carton has no writing,
fully intact C8+. Includes 5 factory sealed No. 43 packets.

662 Postwar Ideal Models HO scale No. 35250 illuminated Dutch Colonial, model kit on blister pack. Tiny-Town Structure
Kit No. B250-98. Blister pack has been stapled together, looks complete.

663 Modern era unmarked Gauge One/G scale mantle type train display. Display measures 74 inches wide with rails
measuring 68-3/4 inches long. Display is two rail. Display has a power cord, rails appeared to be powered as well as a
missing signal, base is present. Also in the very bottom is a data type cable plug in and an on and off switch. Display
includes a mirrored cover that is approximately 10 inches tall. Display has very light edge and corner wear from storage,
one small area of roadbed is missing gray ballast (easily repaired). This may be for an Aster or similar manufacturer’s Big
Boy or Challenger steam type locomotives. Diesel A-B-A units might also fit. Shipping arrangements will be the buyer’s
responsibility, both the packing and finding a shipping provider/service. We STRONGLY suggest you bring your truck or
mini-van and attend the auction so you can take this home with you due to the costs and it’s fragile nature.

664 Modern era display case for a large toy item. We believe this case would work well or even possibly be for a TReproduction’s or an original Buddy L steam shovel, derrick, pile driver or similar toy. The base measures approximately
47 inches long and 13 inches wide with a 3/4 inch hole in the middle (probably for mounting the intended piece or for
illumination power). Cover measures approximately 45-1/4 inches long, 11-1/4 inches wide, and 24-3/4 inches tall. Little
wear, cover is still partially wrapped in cellophane. Shipping arrangements will be the buyer’s responsibility, both the
packing and finding a shipping provider/service. We STRONGLY suggest you bring your truck or mini-van and attend the
auction so you can take this home with you due to the costs and it’s fragile nature.
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665 Modern era Con-Cor Heljan O gauge B 1042 two stall engine house kit, assembled. Missing two smoke stacks, glue
repaired smoke stacks, no doors. Sold as is shown in our photos with no returns. Shipping arrangements will be the
buyer’s responsibility, both packing and finding a shipping provider/service. We STRONGLY suggest you bring your
truck or mini-van and attend the auction so you can take this home with you due to the costs and it’s fragile nature.

666 Postwar Japanese O gauge composite material railroad figures, in Lionel railroad figures style. Wooden animals and
buildings. Plastic church. Composite material war ships in white paint with red stripes, WWI?.

667 Postwar Manoil 77 lead Soldier Lineman figure on telephone pole, C6-7.
668 Postwar lead figures, railroad, fireman, occupational, dog, dog house, signs, etc. Barclay, Lincoln Log, Lionel, Britains,
etc. Figures look C6-7 area. Nice lot with little damage and no missing parts, push cart is missing part of a handle.

669 Prewar, postwar, and modern era Tootsietoy, Matchbox, cast iron, and other cars, trucks, and other items. Items range
from missing a tire, C6 to C8.

670 Renwal, Banner, Plasticville and other plastic vehicles. Ice cream cart is missing a pedal. Fire truck is missing nozzle.
One car is missing windshield. Otherwise lot looks C6-7.

671 Postwar Lionel O gauge 211P and 211T MKT The Texas Special Alco diesel A units in original boxes, should clean and
polish C7. T box has very small minor puncture. Boxes otherwise look C8-9. Instructions sheet and warranty card
included.

672 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1666 steam locomotive, 6555 Sunoco tank car, and 6411 flatcar with two logs, C6.
673 Vintage cast iron Cowboys and Indians figures, unmarked in original paint. Condition ranges C6 to C9 area. One hollow
diecast Barclay Cowboy figure No. 753. Please view photo for best description. Eight figures total.

674 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6460 operating work crane, 6475 Pineapple vat car, and 6356 New York Central stockcar, C6.
675 Postwar Lionel 123-60 Replacement Lamp Assortment. Individual boxes are numerically correct to master carton. Some
boxes have missing flaps, glued shut flaps, etc. All are empty. Master Carton has detached top flap with tape repairs.
Master Carton is otherwise square and solid.

676 Postwar Lionel O gauge, 2343 Santa Fe twin diesel locomotive master carton, one end is faded and looks C7 area, other
end label looks C9-10. Overall box looks, nice C8. Empty box only.

677 Postwar Lionel O gauge bundle of 5 straight sections with wire clip, and B 1018 4 sections “027” Straight Track on blister
card. MPC modern era 6-5012 027 Gauge 4 Curved Track on blister card, and 6-5149 027 Gauge Uncoupling Track,
Remote Control on blister card. Cards show very light to mild wear. Bundled track looks C9-10. Accessories on cards
look C9-10.

678 Postwar Lionel O gauge 45N automatic gateman in pieces and parts and 1045 watchman in restored original box. 45N is in
pieces and may be missing parts. 1045 has a repair to front of figure. Please view the photos of the items in this lot,
the items are sold as is shown with no returns.

679 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1666 steam locomotive, 6654W tender with whistle, and 657 caboose, C6.
680 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6437 Pennsylvania illuminated cupola caboose, 6415 Sunoco tank, 6361 log car, and 6436-110
Lehigh Valley hopper car, in original boxes. 6436 is missing a coupler knuckle and 6415 has a partially missing step.
Boxes have a missing flap, tears, etc. otherwise they are clean, bright, square, and solid. 6361 includes instructions sheet.

681 Postwar Lionel O gauge 257 station with horn in original box with inserts and instructions sheet, C7-8 in C7 OB.
682 Postwar Lionel O gauge Outfit No. 1500 027 freight train set in original boxes, C7-8 trains. Boxes are very clean and
bright with only a missing flap or two. Set box is very nice C8 area. Curved and straight track included as well as original
instructions. Set is comprised of the following trains; 1130 steam loco, 6066T LL tender, 6034 PRR Baby Ruth boxcar,
6032 gondola, and 6037 LL caboose.
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683 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories, C5-6 with minor issues. 112 R.C. Super O switches in original box with
insert, original instructions sheet, and two controllers, damaged ball and socket joints. 140 banjo signal, three 151
semaphore, 153 block in OB missing flaps, 155 blinking light with bell, 252 crossing, and four 71 lamp posts. One 151 is
missing a center post, 140 has a little typical surface rust, 252 has a little layout paint along bottom edge, controllers have
been rewired. 112 OB is lower C9 area.

684 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars, some are repaints, some have modern era running gear, etc. Please view the
photos of the items in this lot for quantity and a better description of condition, items are sold “as is” shown with
no returns.

685 Lot of prewar Lionel paper literature, book, original catalog Greenberg’s books, etc. Please view the photos of the
items in this lot for quantity and a better description of condition.

686 Postwar Lionel O gauge 364 remote control lumber loader in worn original box with original instructions sheet, C5.
687 Five modern HO starter sets and an extra box of HO cars and track. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is.
688 Gargraves O gauge 3 rail Phantom regular, 50 pieces, two pieces are bent. Some sections of track have pins, so some may
be used, most look new. Box is worn.

689 Neat railroadiana collection of baggage check tickets. Railroads include New York Central, Rock Island, Santa Fe,
Southern Pacific , etc. Sixty nine tickets, almost all with a destination of Elkhart Indiana. Fifteen annual reports from
BNSF, Union Pacific, Wisconsin Central, etc. Twenty issues of the New York Central Central Headlight, eight C&O,
NYC, and train calendars, older copy of Railroad magazine, and Feb. 1991 Trains and May 1989 Trains. See photos for
best description. Group sold as is.

690 Weaver modern O gauge Santa Fe five car aluminum passenger set in OB. Cars are C8-9 condition with very light if any
run time. OB has wear and tape.

691 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars. Seventeen cars includes two 9150 Gulf tank cars, two 9300 Penn Central and two
9303 Union Pacific operating flat cars, 9122 Northern Pacific flat, 9158 Penn Central flat, 9304 Chesapeake and Ohio
dump car, 9125 Norfolk and Western auto rack, 9133 Burlington Northern flat no trailers, 9144 Rio Grande gondola, 9020
Union Pacific flat, 9106 Chessie hopper, 9021 Santa Fe work caboose, 9158 Penn Central flat only, and 9133 Burlington
Northern flat with trailers. Cars are C6 to C7 with a few broken parts.

692 USA Trains modern G scale Chessie NW-2 switcher in OB. Loco is C7 with some dirt and missing both exhaust stacks and
loose hand rails. OB has some light dirt and wear.

693 Lionel modern O gauge 18301 Southern FM Trainmaster diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some
light corner wear.

694 Lionel modern O gauge Chicago and Alton passenger train in OBs. Includes 8101 Chicago and Alton die cast 4-6-4
Hudson locomotive and tender featuring electronic whistle, Mighty Sound of Steam and smoke, 9554 Armstrong baggage,
9555 Missouri combo, 9556 Wilson coach, 9557 Groves coach, and 9558 Chicago observation. Loco and cars are C7-8
some small spots of rust on passenger car wheels. OBs have some light staining and wear.

695 K Line modern O gauge 2490-2401 Union Pacific GP38 in OB. Loco features horn and dual motors. Loco is C8 with run
time. OB has some wear and small rips in flaps.

696 Lionel postwar and modern catalogs, boxes, etc. Boxes include 2671W with insert, 6437. Flattened boxes include 6454,
6415, 6462, 6457, 6457, 6454, 6454, 6656. Catalogs include 2005,1972, 2004, 2001, 1952, 1953, 1952, 1951, 1950, 1950,
1949, 1948, 1947, 1947, 1966, a pair of partial prewar catalogs. Instruction sheets include 1952 layout fold out, 1938
instruction sheets, 2332, 91, 022 switches, 364, 2343-15 twin motor diesels, 1033, ZW, UCS, T type transformer, 1935
instruction booklet, 50, 260, 480-23, UCS, 3464, 450, 3472, 1122 switches, 2046, 1033, 1949 instruction booklet, 2025-5,
1956 instruction booklet, 356, 675 instruction sheet, KW Transformer, 1949 instruction booklet, layout planning booklet,
and one sheet of original wrapping paper. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is.

697 Modern O gauge Trackman 2000 track cleaner C7-8.
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698 Lionel Postwar O gauge 022 switch pairs in OBs. Missing one pair of controllers, one set of inserts. OBs have some light
wear and one has clear tape. C6-7.

699 Two large boxes filled with Plasticville buildings and other assorted scenery items. Many figures, fences, road signs, etc.
Also a large group of replacement bulbs, control panel switches etc. Some of the Plasticville buildings include TV station,
church, town hall, two story houses, Hershey factory, hobo house, etc. This lot if shipped will go in multiple large boxes.
Pickup is strongly encouraged.

700 Lionel and Marx Postwar O gauge accessories. Includes 364 log loader with logs and button, two 153 block signals with
one OB missing one end, 394 rotary beacon missing one end flap (beacon head has some light damage) 154 highway
crossing, two Marx Great Northern bridges, 356 operating freight station with carts, 450 signal bridge missing heads, three
Marx floodlight towers, six street lamps three are Colber, yellow 57 street lamp, 1033 transformer with cut cord. Lot will
ship in multiple boxes and is sold as is shown in the photos.

701 Postwar Lionel O gauge 132 illuminated freight stations, both should clean to look C6-7.
702 Modern era LGB 20471 steam locomotive No. 1067 in original box, C7-8. Box shows little wear.
703 Postwar Marklin O gauge mechanical steam locomotive R 890 and tender 899, loco has a missing drive wheel, otherwise
C6.

704 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-1 Western Pacific boxcar, 6376 circus car (repainted chassis), 6436 Lehigh Valley hopper,
6414 Evans Auto-Loader w/repro autos, and 6517 bay window caboose w/orig. box, C6-7. Box has a missing inner flap,
light wear.

705 Modern era Tyco, AHM, and ETM Co. Inc. HO scale diesel locomotives, freight cars, kit, track, and unmarked trolley, C6
-8. Please view the photos of the items in this lot for quantity and a better description of condition.

706 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories, 132 illuminated station, 256 freight station, and 445 operating switch tower, some
reproduction parts and trim, etc. items still look nice C6-7.

707 Modern era Lionel O gauge 29209 6464 boxcar series VII (GN, Timken, B&M), 19837 Bucyrus Erie six wheel crane car,
16969 6411 Lionel flatcar w/Beechcraft Bonanza, 26779 Burlington operating hopper, and 16967 6461 Lionel depressed
center flatcar w/transformer, in original boxes, C8-10. Boxes show little to very little wear, price stickers.

708 Lot of postwar Lionel accessories, C4-6 area. Five 167 (one in OB), three RCS, 151 semaphore, gateman, 145C.
709 Colber and Marx Postwar accessories. Colber items include two water towers and floodlight tower in partial OB. Marx
items include Girard station, block signal, HO Wheaton station partial beacon tower,flashing crossing signal. Also
included is tin plate American Flyer tower. See photos for best description. lot sold as is shown in the photos.

710 Modern era Lionel, K-Line, and Industrial Rail O gauge freight cars. K-Line Anheuser Busch tank and D&RGW Cookie
Box boxcar. Lionel 6266 REA boxcar and PWC 3356 Santa Fe REA horse car. These trains are loose with no boxes, C8
-9. Industrial Rail IDM 4002 DRGW hopper w/coal load and IDM 1009 Nickel Plate Road boxcar, in original boxes C9
-10. Also included are two 9842 Seagram’s Extra Dry Gin reefers, and 8843 Tanqueray Gin reefer, cars have distorted
shells, sold as is with no returns, view photos for more description.

711 Modern era Lionel HO gauge train sets in original boxes, generally C6-8. Sets appear to be complete. Boxes show light to
moderate wear with missing section of lid. 2682 The Burlington 181, 1480 Chessie System diesel freight, 6590 American
Flyer The Union Pacific, and 1491 Santa Fe diesel freight. Please view the photos of the items in this lot for quantity
and a better description of condition.

712 Lionel Postwar O gauge custom Union Pacific City of Los Angeles set. Alco A-B-A set which has been custom painted
and decaled. Locos are C6. Cars include coach, vista dome, and observation. Cars are painted to C6-7. See photos for best
description.

713 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotives. All four are Chessie System and include 8470 and 8560 U36 power and
dummy. Powered unit is missing box. 8556 switcher and 8463 GP-20. Locos are C7 to C8. OBs have some light wear .
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714 Lionel modern O gauge 18302 Great Northern EP-5 electric loco in OB. Loco is C8-9 with incredibly faint signs of run
time. One hairline crack forming in nose decal below rivet.

715 Lionel modern O gauge Nickel Plate 757 Berkshire steam locomotive. Loco features smoke, can motor, and Railsounds
equipped tender. Loco is C7 with some paint chips on tender and loco edges.

716 Lionel modern O gauge 1450 Service Station F-3 Special set in original box with 8464 and 8465 Rio Grande F-3a diesel
units with 9117 Alaska hopper, 9863 REA reefer, 9144 D&RG gondola, 9710 Rutland boxcar, and 9166 Rio Grande
illuminated caboose, also included is dummy B unit without box. Loco and cars are generally C8. Set box and OBs have
some light wear.

717 Lionel modern O gauge locomotives in OBs. Includes 8552 Southern Pacific Daylight Alco FA A-B-A and Erie 8452, and
two 8453 Alco A-B-B set. Trains are C8 area. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

718 Lionel modern O gauge 18841 Western Maryland GP-20 C9-10 and 17511 Western Maryland flat with logs three pack.
Cars are C8-9. OBs have some light wear and price stickers.

719 Large cart lot of battery operated G scale trains and track, railroad glasses, three TM Books and Video DVDs, misc. box of
LGB track, and more surprises. See photos for best description. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up
arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is.

